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ABSTRACT

The main thrust of this study is to analyze the

socio-historical preconditions for military intervention in

Nigerian politics. SpecificaIly, this study analyzes the

social and historical reasons why failure in nation-buitding

results in military intervention in Nigerian politics.

The Iiterature in this subject reveals three major

explanations: societal factors, military factors, and a

combination of societal and military factors. These

perSpectives share one common charateristic: they neglect

historical conSiderations and the role of external factors,

such as international organizations and the older

nation-states, which may well account for their failure to

explain why some African states have never experienced

military coups.

T suggest that a more feasible explanation for military

coups in Africa, in general, and Nigeria, in particular,

must set societal and military factors in a historical

context that takes into account, the problems of

nation-building in the modern world-system of nation-states.
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Chapter I

I NTRODUCTT ON

The political dilemma of the Third World can hardly

understood except in the context of Western colonization

imperialísm. According to Huntington (19682 199-200),

À. . . source of radical praet'orianism is Western
colonialism. In Africa, the Middle East and South
Àsia it weakened and often completely destroyed
indigenous political institutions. Even where it
took the fórm of "indirect rule", it undermined
the traditional sources of legitimacy since the
authority of the native rulers was clearly
dependenl. on the povrer of the imper iaI i st
státe. . . . The combination of colonial opposit ion
to political organization plus colonial haste to
prolide national independence granted indigenous
ètites the latter before they had constructed the
former.

Thus, after the nationalisml in the Third world that

accompanied the end of the Second World War the European

powers started granting political independence to f,heir

colonies, and the international political arena was thronged

by a new group of states, political units, which, unlike

many of the European states, were multi-ethnic, if not

multinational. The primary task of the leaders of the new

states then became the creation of nation-states2 out of the

By "nationalism" iS meant "an awareness of memberShip in a
nåtion (potential or actuaf), together with a desire to
achieve. maintain, and perpetuate the identity,
integrity, and prosperity of that nation" (nejai and
EnIoe , 1979214),

be

and
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"ske1eta1 states"

(nejai and Enloe,

they inherited from the colonial masters

1974:35).

But nation-buitding--attempts at creating a nation state

out of a heterogenous group of people--is invariably a

difficult and time-consuming task, made more so by the fact

that Third WorId nation-builders are confronted with some

unique problems.

The first major problem unique to nation-building in the

Third World is Lhat while nation-builders in earlier times

had many options (such as liberal-democratic, authoritarian,

fascist, and populisL forms) from which to choose, Third

World statesmen have very few. For while it can be said

that, in the industrialized world, Dâtions generally

preceded states, the reverse is the case in most of the

Third World where the colonial governments Ieft behind

"frameworks for political decision-making" or "skeletal
states". These "skeIetal states" predisposed Third World

countries to building particular types of nation states

which are generally incongruent with their traditional
political structures (nejai and Enloe, 1974t35). It is in

light of this incongruence that the systemic problems which

seem to precipitate military interventions in Third WorId

A nat ion-state i s a nat ion that possesses poI it ical
sovereignty (nejai and Enloe, 1979:15). A nation is a
relatively large number of people who feel that they
belong together by virtue of sharing one or more such
traits as common language, religion or race, and common
destiny (nejai and Enloe , 1979t14).

2

2



states must be understood.

The second unique problem is the pressure of time, for

while it took the European nation-states several centuries

to become integrated, in the existing world- system of

nation-states the new states are pressured to become

integrated quickly. PreSsure of time is a direct conseguence

of the conditions of dependency in the modern world, the

present form of which essentiatly began in the late 1940's.

By successfully vindicating the principles of the Rights of

Man which the Western powers had betrayed in the 1 920's and

1930's, the Second World War brought about two moment'ous

developments: 'first, the granting of independence' within

twenry yearS, to the great majority of territories colonized

by the Western povrers, and second, "the realization that the

grant of political freedom must be supplemented by

substant.ial economic aid if the nevt countries were to

develop into viable modern states" (Waterlow, 1967273). But

the nature of economic aid in the modern world is such as to

bring about dependency and underdevelopment and thus hinder

the creation of viable states for "the annual outflow of the

poorer nations in the form of interest on capital and loans,

negotiated profits and the liker Dow exceeds the inflow of

nevr investments and aid" (f,Ioyd, 1972:50).

Economic aid is, however, not the only source of the

conditions of dependency and underdevelopment of the Third

World; another major source is foreign ownership and control

3



of ÐtpoÊ t industries" In general, both the agricultural and

exports of Third World states are controlled by

sts (through multi-national corporations) in the

aLízed states. Examples of agricultural exports

sugar from plantations of Latin America which were

y established in the 1 6th century; tea from

ons established in the mid- 1 9th century; and

from estates of the ex-Belgian Congo established at

of this century. Mineral exports include the tin

es established in Bolivia in the 1920's; the oiI

IIs in the Niger delta of Nigeria in the early

and copper from mines of Zambia established in the

Lloyd, 1972¡a7-48).
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in direct competition with the major agricultural exports of

the Third World has led to a steady decrease in the price of

these exports. For example, the income from 25 tons of

rubber which could buy six tractors in 1960 could buy only

two in 1975. Clearly, the prospects for the production of

artificial coffee, cocoa, and tea (as disclosed by a U.S.

Congressional Committee) is hardly seen as good news ín

those Third World countries which export these agricultural
products.

In short, dependence in the modern world tends to lead to

political and economic underdevelopment in Third World

countries which are novt compelled to . quickly become

nation-states. Rivkin (1969:8) clearly points to this
pressure of time in contemporary nation-building when he

notes that

The leisurely pâce of nation-building in Biblical
times, in the American Revolutionary Period, and
more recently in t,he era in which the older
Commonwealth States of. Canada, Australía, and New
Zealand evolved, Do longer seems possible, or at
any rate tenable for Africa and Africans.

He argues further that the need to build nation-states out

of heterogenous elements the shortest possible time has1n

forbecome Lhe justification many African leaders who resort

to "authoritarian and coercive courses of political action."
IL is perhaps because the military is usually the major

means in such a Horowitz (198A262) to

assert that the

course that has 1ed

military is the dominant institution in

Third WorId states.

5



Bu! while the study and explanation of coups has

received conSiderable attention since the Iate 1950's when

newly independent states in Àsia and Àfrica were succumbing

lo military rule, many questions remain unanswered (Lyon,

1995:9). This shortcoming is probably due to two factors:

firstn only a few writers have attempted to place military

intervenLions3 in a Iarger theoretical context and second,

most writers believe that these events do not follow any

general pattern and are essentialty idiosyncratic social

and historical phenomena (oecalo , 197 3:1 1 3 ) .

The major arguments regarding the preconditions for

military intervention in politics can be grouped into three

general schools of thought. One school sLresses societal

factors; that is, the socio-political contexts in which

armies operate. Huntington's ( 1 968 ) argument that military

intervention can þe construed as one index of low levels of

political instituLionalization and Finer's (1975)

interpretation of military interventions as indices of

inadequate political culture may be included here. A

second school, whose chief proponent is Janowitz (1964),

stresses organízaíional characteristics of the military. A

3 Finer (1976t77-78) has identified four types of military
intervention, depending on their level of "completenessrt--
influences, pressures or blackmail, displacement (that is,
replacing one civilian government with another civilian
government), and supplantment (that is
government with a "military governmen
essentially concerned with supplantmen
occurred in Nigeria twice--January
1983.

,
ttt
L,
19

placing a civilian
). This thesis is
an event that has

66 and December,
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rhird school, whose chief proponent is Gutteridge (1975) 
'

stresses a combination of societal and military factors"

These explanations have a common shortcoming: they tend to

emphasize only factors internal to specific countries. My

main argument, however, is t,hat these factors have to be

considered in a historical context. Specifically' Nigeria's

colonial tegacy leaves her, like other Third WorId

countries, in a peripheral position in the modern world

economy, that not only has hindered efforts at

nation-building, but has made her susceptible to military

intervention.

1 .1 THE PROBLEM

The main thrust of this study is to ana)-yze the social and

historical preconditions for mil-itary intervention in

Nigerian politics. Specificalty, this study analyzes the

soc iaI and historical reasons why failure in

nation-buildinga results in military intervention in Nigeria

instead of, for example, in the formation of a one-party

state as in some African countries such as the Ivory Coast.

To this end, this study investigates the general proposition

that military intervention in Nigerian politics is due to

three interrelated factorst

a For our purposes, failure in nation-building will be
defined as the absence of two or more of the following
four character i st ics of modern nat ion-states:
centralization of political authority, expansion of'
functions over previous political forms, proliferation of
Iegal standards, and a high degree of social mobilization
and potitical participation.

7



1. The weakening in legitimacy of indigenous civilian
governments during the first years of independence.

2. The existence of organizaLional, ethnic, and regionaf

problems within the army.

3 " The absence of an acceptable external force to

guarantee civilian rule during nation-building.

The importance of these factors can hardly be overstaLed.

The weakening in legitimacy was due to the existence of

frequent fundamental disagreements among Nigerian leaders of

different regional and ethnic backgrounds regarding the

authoritative means for nation-building. These schisms the

consequence of Nigeria's colonial legacy, resulted in,

among other things, the undermining of the el-ectoral process

through violence and fraud.

Similarly, the army's problems stemmed primarily from the

haste in "indigenization" as weII as its politicization

through recruitment practices and its persistent use (by

both colonial and indigenous governments) as a police force.

It is interesting to note, in this regard, that Lhe Ivory

Coast, the only gfest Àfrican state which has so far noL

experienced a military coup, did not have an army of its ovrn

until the first anniversary of its independence in 1961

(cutteridge,197 5 : 47 ) .

The importance of

understanding mi litary
an external legitimating force 1n

coups in Africa is underlined by the

I



instrumental role played by nritish forces in putting down

the January 1964 army mutinies in Uganda, Tanzania, and

Kenya--the latter two of which have not yet experienced a

successful military coup. Furthermore, it is quite probable

Lhat the success of the Ivorian president, Houphouet-Boigny,

in pulting the Ivorian army in the background while

seemingly quaranteeing himself tenure for life is, at 1east,

partly attributable to the fact that the French government,

unl i ke the gr i t i sh government , reta ins a "hi ghly mobi le

formation" for the purpose of quelling rebellions in its

former colonies, on invitation (Gutteridge, 19752 and 12).

Thus, in the case of Nigeria, the abrogation in 1962 of the

defence pact with Britain may welI have increased the

likelihood of the January 1966 coup. This of course does

not mean that the abrogation of the defence pact lvas a cause

of that coup.

1.2 OBJECTTVES

This study has three basic objectives: first, to assess

ex i st ing theoret ical explanat ions for mi I i tary

int,erventionsi second, to analyze the factors predisposing

the military to intervene in Nigerian politics; and third,

to propose an alternative explanation for mititary
intervention in Nigerian politics

9
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1. 3 ORGANI ZATTON

The second chapter reviews the literat,ure on the

preconditions for military intervention in politics. This

review is focused prímarily on three general perspectives.

One stresses societal factors (that is, the socio-political

contexts in which armies operate ) ; a second stresses

mititary factors; and a third stresses the combination of

societal and military factors. It is argued that while each

of these perspectives has some merits, they, nonetheless, do

not provide an adeguate explanation for military
intervention in Nigerian politics. This weakness is

evidently a conseguence of their failure to take into

account the effects of historical factors such as

colonialism and imperialism which are external to individual
states.

The third chapter is concerned with setting military
intervention in Nigerian politics within the framework of a

general theory . of state and nation building which

incorporates most of the aforementioned explanations.

Specifically, this chapLer first traces the emergence of the

modern nation-state and then outlines the historical factors
( such as the colonization and subsequent partitioning of

Africa) which necessitated particular efforts at

nation-building in Nigeria.

The fourth chapter is concerned with outlining the

historical foundations of military intervention in Nigerian

10



politics. It attempts to show that cofonization not only

destroyed Nigeria's indigenous social, PoIitical, and

economic structures, but left as a legacy an i1I-equipped

and internally fractured army which reflected the country's

soc io-pol it ical Problems.

The fift.h chapter outlines briefJ-y the immediate stimuli

to the January 1966 and Ðecember 1983 military takeovers in

Nigeria. Particularly, it considers the 1962 and 1965 crises

in the western region, the 1963 federal census crisis, and

the 1964 federal election crisis as paving the way for an

internally fractured army to intervene in 1966i and t,he

timing and nat.ure of the 1979 transition from military to

civilian government as a stimulus to the December 1 983

miliLary coup.

Finally, the sixth chapter views military intervention in

Nigerian politics in the context of the problems of nation-

building in lhe modern world system.

11



Chapter I I

EXPLAINING MILITARY INTERVENTION IN POLTTTCS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter reviews the literature on military intervention

in politics with a view to showing the limitations of the

various perspectives in the Nigerian context.

À review of the literature on the propensity of the

mititary to intervene in African politics reveals three

general schools of thought. One school stresses societal

factors (that is, the socio-political contexts in which

armies operate); a second stresses military factors; and a

third stresses a combination of societal and military

factors.

2.2 SocIETAL FACToRS

Studies which attempt to explain military intervention in

terms of the socio-political contexts in which armies

operate tend to concentrate on three fundamental

prec ipitat ing condit ions: systemic di sequi I ibr ium, low

levels of political institutionalization, and inadequate

political culture.

12



2.2.1 Svstemic Disequilibrium

As the term implies, systemic disequilibrium refers to the

condition in which one or more of the various components of

a social system are seen as out of balance with the others.

According t,o its proponents, such as Nelkin (1968) and

Diamond ( 1 984) , systemic disequilibrium, in the context of

military intervention in politics, is associated with and

results from factors such as persistent economic problems,

corruption and governmental ineptness, intensive inter-eIite

strife, and legitimacy problems.

(a) Corruption and governmental ineptness. These two

factors--aIong with economic problems--are probably the

reasons most often cited by the military for intervening in
politics. For exarnple, the Nigerian army ( Reqime of Hope

1984:9-10) gave the following eight reasons for staging the

December 1 983 coup:

1. The grave economic predicament and uncertainty which

the inept and corrupt civilian leadership had imposed

on the nation for the past four years.

2. The harsh and intolerable conditions under which the

citizens b¡ere living.
3. The economy lras badly managed.

4. The country had turned into a debtor and beggar

nation.

13



5. A scarcity of food and essential commodities for the

people.

6. Socia1 services were in a shambles as the hospitals

were reduced to mere consulting clinics without

drugs, water and equipment.

7, The non-payment of salaries to workers for upwards of

eight months.

8. Unemployment figures had reached embarrassing and

unacceptable proport ions.

(g) Intensive inter-eIite strife. First (1970:.1x) argues

that "the army coup d'etat is plainly a short-circuit of

power conflicts in a situation where arms do the deciding;"

and further "power lies in the hands of those who control

the means of violence. It lies in the barrel of a 9uD,

fired or silent" (First , 197 0:6) .

(c) Leqitimacv problems. Barrett (198421394), for

instance, argues that the average African soldier is, on one

hand, loyal to his home government and, on the other hand,

anachronisticalll' loyaI to the erslwhile colonial
government. He adds

When this subconscious duality is
blatant mismanagement, of national
open disenchantment on the part of
the military force is granted
spontaneous legitimacy.

aggravated by
affairs, and
the populace,
a form of

SimilarIy, Ladeinde (1979: 1 4-1 I ) argues that the 1966

military intervention occurred because of the failure of

14



Nigerian political leaders to resolve at the federal level

problems due to the coexistence of a traditional system of

legitimacy in the north and a hybrid system in the south

that combined traditional Àfrican and "modern" European

ideas.

The systemic disequilibrium position can be generally

criticized on a number of grounds. First, this argument

uncritically accepts formal organization theory as the

explanatory framework for military behavior (price

1971:400). Put differently, Àfrican armies are not

necessarily as unified, disciplined, and apolitical as

formal- organization theory implies. zolberg ( 1 968 ) has

pointed out that, in Africa, "far from being a model of

hierarchical organ ization'. . . I ttre army ] tends to be an

assemblage of. armed men who may or may not obey their

officers" (Luckham | 1971:2). Indeed, it can be argued, âs

Barrett (1984) did, that it is because, in general, African

armies are neither representative of a monolithic group nor

necessarily immune to the antagonisms which exist in the

Iarger society that counter-coups occur. He notes that there

are withín the Nigerian army establishment "representative

elements of all lhe tocal society" ( West Africa July 9,

1 984:1 395) " That is to say the Nigeriar¡ army is so

politicized that there exists within ít the same ethnic,

regional, and other antagonisms that exist in the larger

soc i ety .

15



Second,, the systemic disequilibrium argument generally

accepts the rationales advanced by the military at the

expense of other motives (such as the ambitions of some army

officers), especially when¡ âs in the civilian government

led by Alhaj i Shehu Shagari in Nigeria, the toppled

government v¡as overtly corrupt and inept. Thus, in a recent

article that clearly epitomizes the systemic disequilibrium

argument applied to the December 1983 coup in Nigeria,

Diarnond ( 1984:905 ) argues that

What caused the coup vras not the ambition of the
soldiers but the decay of the country under four
and a quarter years of civilian rule. This decay
had three components: staggering corruption,
crippling economic waste and mismanagement, and
the vitiating of the electoral process through
violence and f raud.

But it seems more socio-historically valid to agree wit,h

AusLin (1969;65,69) that in Africa, governmental ineptness

is "usually [only] an additional weight in the balance on

the side of intervention Ithat is often] used ex post facto

to justify intervention." Gutteridge (1975:13) lends

credence to Austin's position when he asserts that
The nature of a regime's deficiencies is rarely at
the time of take-over clearly defined: their
cataloguing and enumerat,ion are matt,ers for
subsequent enquiries which help to keep the
virtues of the usurpers in public mind.

In short, governmental corrupt,ion and ineptness cannot be

credibly regarded as a "cause" but, ât best, a retrospective
justification of military intervention in African politics.

16



Third, since all African states are afflicted with the

whole range of systemic problems, the systemic

diseguilibrium argument is inadequate to explain why

countries such as the Ivory Coast, Kenya, and Tanzania not

only have never experienced succeSSful coups, but seem tO

experience fewer coup attempts than most of the other

African countries. Zolberg (1968271-72\ has argued that "it

is impossible to specify variables which distinguish as a

class countries where coups have occurred from others which

Ìrave so f ar been spared. " He f urther argues that "military

coups are likely to occur anywhere in the region Itfrat is,

Africa I because of the fundamental and lasting

characteristic" of political Iife. " Given these

characteristics of Àfrican states, proponents of this

approach tend to explain the persistent absence of military

coups in some Af r ican states âs r more or 1ess, " luc k t' .

Thus, Zolberg (1968¿72) argues that

Whether or not a major mi I i tary intervent ion
occurs in a given African country at a particular
t ime i s related to highly spec i f ic and
circumstantial features of that country's current
political situation, rather than to any basic
deviant political characteristics.

Fourth, while the systemic disequilibrium argument may

well account for the relatively greater frequency of

military coups in "less developed" as opposed to "more

developed" countries, it cannot be used as a valid indicator

of impending military intervention. For example, the

Ugandan coup of 1971 which brought Idi Amin to power
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occurred at a time when the economy was making a turn for

the better (Decalo | 1973:111 ). Furthermorer ês Gutteridge

(1975t13) has pointed out, if economic stagnation and a

depressed standard of living could generate coups, then

"Lheir frequency would be even greater than it is".

2.2.2 Low Levels of Political Institutionalization

Huntington ( 1 965 2417ì. construes military intervention in

politics as "one index of low levels of political

institutional ízaiuion. " Other indices include "extreme

democracy" and "tyranny" (Huntington, 19652417). 1n his

view, countries with Iow Levels of political

institutionalization are those

Where private interests dominate publ ic ones,
where there is an absence of civil obligation and
civic duty, where, in short, PoIitical
institutions are weak and social forces strong
(Huntington, 19652416) .

Huntington regards Third World countries as the embodiments

of these characteristics and argues that these societies are

"politically undeveloped" or "corrupt". Thus he contends

that. a theory of "political decay" or a model of a "corrupt
political order" is necessary for "analyzing the political
processes of the countries that are called developing"
(Huntington, 1965:415). He further argues that

The evolution of many contemporary new states'
once the colonial guardians have departed, has not
deviated extensively from the platonic model.
Independence is followed by military coups as the
"auxiliaries" take over. Corruption by the
oligarchy inflames the envy of rising groups.
Conflict between oligarchy and masses erupts into
civil strife. Demagogues and street mobs pave t,he
way for the despot (guntington, 1965:416).
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According to Hunt.ington ( 1 968 ¿32'33) , the process of

modernization is multifaceted and involves change in the

psychological , intellectual, demographic , soc ial , economic,

and political areas of human endeavor. But, in his view,

change does not necessarily occur at the same rate in these

areas of. life; nor does change in one area necessarily lead

to change in the others. Indeed, he argues that the social

and economic aspects of modernizaLion often have negative

effects on politics and political institutions.

Specifically, he (1965:386) contends that, in general, the

process of mcdernization in Third World states begins with

the soc ial and economic aspects which lead to rapid

increases in both soc ial mobilization and political

participation, but to the undermining of political

institutions. This is to say that insofar as it leads to

rapid increases in mobilization and participaLion,
modernization does not lead to political development but to
political underdevelopment (or decay) and, thus, to unstable

governments.

To emphasize this argument, he cites de Tocgueville's
statement that "... if men are to remain civilized or to
become sor the art of associating must grow and improve in

the same ratio in which the equality of conditions is
increased" and clairns that "in much of the world today,

equality of political participation is grolring much more

rapidly than is the art of associating together." It is
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this gap between mobilization and political participalion,

on the one hand, and political institutionalizationr oo the

other, thaL Huntington sees as primarily responsible for

pclitical instability in the Third World (guntingt,on,

1965¿417) . In other words, the military int,ervenes when

political institutions are too underdeveloped or weak to

cope effectively with the increase in citizen participation

necessitated by economic growth.

In Huntington's terms, ftilitary behavior cannot be

understood simply in terms of the organ ízaL ional

character i st ics of armies but in terms of the

socio-political condition of the society in which they

operate. He argues that

Às society changes, so does the role of the
military. In the worl-d of oligarchy, the soldier
is a radical; in the middle-class world he is a
participant and arbiter; as the mass society looms
on the horizon he becomes the conservative
guardian of the existing order. Thus,
paradoxically but understandably, the more
backward a societ.y is, the more progressive the
role of its military; the more advanced a society
becomes, the more conservative and reactionary
becomes the role of its military (Huntington,
1 968 ¿221) .

The implication of this argument is that military
intervention in Third World politics can be prevented by

increasing the levels of political institutionalization,
which could be done through "institution building", the

formation of adaptable, complex, autonomous, coherenL

poliLical organizations--such as political parties and trade
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unions. While institution-buiJ-ding may be regarded as one

of the steps in nation-building, Huntington sees it having

one major advantage over the lattert it requires less time.

He says;

Nations are one type of social force, and
historically they have emerged over long periods
of time. Organization building, however, differs
from nation-building. PoIitical organizations
require time for development, but they do not
require as much time as national- communities
(Huntington, 1965:418) .

These arguments can be refuted on at least three grounds"

First, there is an inherent failure to distinguish between

military institutions in different societies. Às was

earlier mentioned, while formal organization theory may

adequately explain the behavior of the armed forces of most

Western states, it cannot do the same when applied to the

armed forces in Third. World states, since the latÈer are not

necessarily as unified, disciplined, and apolitical as

formal organization theory implies. Second, there is an

assumption that army officers are necessarily oriented to
the middle-class and never identify with the masses

(Gutteridge, 1975:8). rt is, after aI1, quite conceivable

that the army officers of some states such as the Philipines

find it more desirable to act as conservative guardians of

the existing oligarchic order than to act as radicals "

Third, since it can be taken ae axiomatic that all African

states have low Ievels of political institutionalization,
Huntingtonts argument does not account for some African
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states having

systems, while

political organízations such as one-party

others have military governments.

2"2"3 Ina te Political Culture

According to Finer (1976:77-'148 ) , leveIs of rnilitary

intervention in political life are closely related to the

Ievel of a society's political culture. He argues that a

society's levet of political culture is high when

The 'political formula' , i .e. the belief or
emotion by virtue of which the rulers claim the
moral right to govern and be obeyed, is generally
accepted. Or, to say this in another way...where
public involvement in and attachment to these
civil institutions is strong and widespread
(Finer, 1976:78).

There are three criteria of political culture by which

the attachment to and involvement in a regime's institution

can be assessed: f i rst , whether or not there i s publ ic

consensus on the procedures for transferring povJer; second'

whether or not there is public consensus as to who or what

should constitute the sovereign authority; and, third,
whether or not the public is proportionately large and well

organized into powerful associations such as churches, labor

unions, and political parties (niner, 1978:78).

Using these criteria, Finer identifies four levels of

political culture¡ first, "mature political cuIt,ure" where

all three criteria are fulfiLledi second, "developed

political culture" where the second of the criteria is not

futfilled; third, "1ow potitical culture" where the first
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and third criteria are not fulfilled; and, fourth, "minimal

poJ-iùical culture" where essentially none of the three

criteria is fulfilled. In his view, examples of the first

type of. political culture include Britain, the United

States, the Scandinavian countries, Switzerland, Canada, and

Australia; those of the second include Japan between the two

world wars, and the U.S.S.R.; those of the third type

include Argentina, Spain, Egypt, Pâkistan, and I raq; and

those of the fourth include Haiti, Paraguay, and the Congo

(riner, 1976:79-80).

These four leveIs of poI i t ical culture form the

parameters of. the Ievel of. military intervention in

politics. Thus, in countries of "mature political culture",

military intervention is limited to influence; in countries

of "developed political cultuÍê", to influence anð/or

pressures (blackmail); in countries of "Iow political

culture", to influence, blackmail, displacement; and in

countries of "minimal political culture", to influence,

blackmail, displacement, and supplantment, the highest leveL

of military intervention.

There are three objections to Finer's approach. First, it

seems not to recognize that the three int,er-related criteria
of "political culture" are capable of independent variation.

Second, despite the presupposed existence of a negative

relationship between leveIs of political culture and leveIs

of military intervention, the range of variation in
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political culture that exists between countries in which

military coups d'etat have occurred is ext,remely wide,

ranging, for example, from countries such as Greece to

others such as Togo or Nigeria ( see, €9, Luckham , 197 '1 :4-5 ) ,

Third, this approach does not provide an adequate

explanation for the absence of coups in some African states

such as the Ivory Coast that clearly faII into the category

of societies with minimal political culture.

2.3 MTLITARY FACTORS

The principal proponent of this approach--commonly referred

to as the " internal charact,eristics" model--is Janowitz

(1g64) who áontends that military intervention in the

political affairs of Third WorId countries can be explained

mainly by reference to the internal structure of the

military. He suggests that military intervention in Third

World politics can be explained in terms of the ethnic,
social, professional, and generational compositionr âs weIl

as the size and training of their armies. Some of the other

arguments from this perspective are reviewed below.

2,3.1 The Influence of Foreiqn Militarv Traininq

Price (1971 ) used the Ghanaian military coup which overthrew

President Kwame Nkrumah's government as an example of the

influence of foreign reference groups on the officer corps

of Àfrican armies. He argues that
The training process undergone by the officer
corps of many of the new staLes is such as to
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produce reference-group identifications with the
of f icer corps of the ex-coIon iaI power and
concomitant commitments to its set of traditions,
symbols and values. Such ident i f icat ions and
commitments are seen to affect the behavior of
these officers... in their relation with civilian
authorities.." (Price, 19712407).

Price relied on the memoirs of Brigadier Àfrifa and

Major-General Ocran, both of whom were among the leaders of

the group of officers who organized the above mentioned

coup, Price contends that that coup was staged because the

officer corps of the Ghanaian army perceived Nkrumah as

being unnecessarily hostile to the British Commonwealth and,

ultimately, to Britain, a state to which, because of their

military training, they had personal identifications to such

an extent that it competed with their home-state (Ghana) as

a reference group (price, 197 1:410).

The use of reference group theory in explaining military
intervention in politics poses an obvious methodological

problem, namely, to what extent can a positive correlation
be said to exist between overt behaviour and attitudes or

values? a second problem with Price's argument is t,hat

since milibary intervention in politics violates the

Sandhurst formula of the political- neutrality of the army

(Luckham, 1971¡1), it would seem that an internalization of

the "traditions, symbols, and values" of the British army

would preclude the staging of coups. Ohene (1984:13) aptly
points to the traditional political neutrality of the

British army as compared lo the stance of its Àfrican

counterparts when she argues that
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Nigeria did not have half the problems that
confront Mrs. Thatcher today before Maj-Gen 

"Buhari lvas convinced that enough was enough, nor
did Ghana before FIight-Lieutenant Rawlings felt
he would be failing to do his duLy if he did not
throw out the el-ected government.

A third weakness of Price's argument lies in its

the memoirs of two ex-army officers whose

reI iance

records

on

are

inrendered quite suspect by their pclitical involvement

Ghana.

2 "3 .2 Prof ess ional i sm

The view that mititary intervention occurs in response Lo

civilian governments' tampering with the professional

integrity of armies is articulated by Finer (197520-26) who

sought to refute Huntington's (197 280-85) argument that
military intervention can be averted through "objective
control", that is, maxirnizing prof essionalism, with its
emphasis on political neutrality and a technocratic outlook.

According to Finer, there are three reasons vrhy

professionalism may lead to military intervention. First,
"the military's consciousness of themselves as a profession

rnay lead them to see themselves.as the servants of the stat.e

rather than of the government in power. " Second, âs

specialists in their iieId, "mil-itary leaders may feel that
they alone are competent to judge on such matters as size,
organizaLion, recruitment and equipment of the forces."
Third, a professional army would see itself as "the nation's
custodían against foreign foes" and as such would refuse to
be used as a police force.
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In a few specific cases in Africa this argument has some

validity. For instance, the firsL successful West African

coup vras staged by the Togolese army of 250 men whose demand

f.ot a f ive-f old increase in size was ref used. But this vras

an "umpire coup" displacement because the two former

sargeants of the French army who led the coup replaced the

assassinated Togolese president, OlymPio, wíth a new

civilian government which agreed to their demand (Miners,

1971 z2-3) .

Notwithstanding its validity in some cases, the argument

regarding the relationship between political tampering with

the army and the occurrence of military interventions can be

rejected on the grounds that such interference has not

always resulted in military intervention (DecaIo, 19732114).

A second major weakness of this argument lies in its
rel-iance on formal organization theory which, ês pointed out

above, is not valid in the African context.

2.3.3 The Personal Ambition of Some Army Officers
Àccording to Decalo (19732111-112) most of the 18 reasons

l-ater cited by General Idi Amin f or toppling MiIton Oboters

civilian government "related to problems afflicting Uganda

even before independence, and cannot be regarded as having

been particularly acute in the months just prior to the

takeover. " In his view, Arnin's coup s¡as mot.ivated by

personal reasons among which was his fear of being removed
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.. .:. .

from the post of Commander of the Àrmy, because his

creation of

19732112) 
"

authority had been previously curtailed by the

two other parallel command positions (Decalo,

I^IiÈh respect to the 1965 military coup which toppled

Af r icanPresident David Dacko's government in the Central

RepubIic, DecaIo (1973:1 1 1 ) argues that:
The most important 'cause' for the coup was the
personal ambitions of CoIoneI Jean-BedeI Bokassa,
the Chief of Staff, who had already manifested his
inclinations on a number of occasions, including
when he had rtaken over' the Ministry of War on
his own initiative.

In West Àfrica a good example of a coup that was

apparently staged solely for purposes of personal

advancement i; the 1967 unsuccessful coup in Ghana,

"Operation Guitar Boy", which vras aimed at toppling the

military government of Brigadier Afrifa. Lieutenant Arthur,
the coup leader, testified at his court-martial that the

coup Ì{as staged because he felt that "there were too many

senior officers, some of them young, who hrere preventing the

promotion of others" (t"tiners , 19712173) . Furthermore, Arthur

claimed he staged the coup with the hope of becoming the

first Àfrican lieutenant to successfully topple a government

(r'irst , 1970:5).

Nevertheless, the argument that the primary

:: a'.. :

military iniervention in African politics is
ambition of army officers has a number of

First, it is quite improbable that there

reasoll f or

the personal

weaknesses.

are no army
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officers with political ambitions in those African states

with civilian governments and armies. A more probable

explanation for the absence of coups in African states such

as the lvory Coast is the nature of the relationship they

maintain with some Western states. Second, and for the

purposes of this thesis, most important, in states such as

Nigeria the military is only one of many avenues for
achieving social powerr ês Decalo himself concedes (Decalo,

1973:1 1 5i see also Dowse , 19692226) . Indeed, it can be

argued that, if nothing else, because so-called military
governments in Nigeria have actually been "military-led
participatory governments'' in which some civilians hold key

positions in policy making areas (garrett , 1g8421444), the

Nigerian military is not necessarily the most desirable
avenue to social povrer. The validity of this point is
underlined by the fact that some senior Nigerian army

of f icers (.. g. Ma jor-General ,Joe Garba, Nigeria' s Permanent

Representative to the United Nations) consider military rule
an aberration (seer e.9. West Africa August 27,

198421752)--a testament to the fact that the military
members of Nigerian "military governments" are usually only

in povrer for relatively brief periods of time. put somewhat

crudely, the Nigerian situation is such that politically
ambitious citizens need not join the army in order Èo

realize their ambitions; and those already ín the army may

well find it advanLageous to resign their positions.
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2.3 .4 Exce ssivelv Larqe Àrmed Forces

It was at least partly on the assumption that armies which

ate large both in relation to 'defence functions' and to the

total population of their countries are Iike1y to intervene

in politics that the former colonial governments left

African states with relatively smalI, iff- equipped armies.

I n any event, as Gutter idge ( 1 975:9 ) st,ates, "only Niger ia,

in the aftermath of civil war Iwhich occurred after the

first two military coups], and possibly one or two other

countries, such as Ethiopia, have large armed forces by

global standards".

The validity of this assumption has been undermined

several t imes since the 1 960' s. For example, the f i rst

successful West African coup was staged in 1963 by the

Togolese army which then numbered 250 (Miners, 1971t3). But

perhaps the most interesting example is that of the Sierra

Leonean army which successfully overthrew a c ivi 1 ian

government when it numbered less than 50 (r'irstr 1970:5).

2"4 A COMB]NATION OF SOCIETAL AND MILITARY FACTORS

Some observers believe that military intervention in Àfrican

politics can be understood only by placing equal emphasis on

both societal and military factors.

Luckham (1971), for instance, holds that the primary

'cause' of the January 1966 military coup in Nigeria is a

linkage between military organizational strain and cleavage,
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on the one hand, and conflict on regional and ethnic lines,

on the other" He argues that this organizational strain
resulted primarily from the haste with which the army vras

Nigerianized.

Gutteridge (1975) who shares this view states that

The general proposition that mititary take-overs
in Africa reflect urban and intellectual
discontent, as well as a vacuum of national povrer
and infrastructural underdevelopment within
recently independent stat,es, while being aL the
same time the product of the characteristics of
particular military sub-communities and their
leaders, seems a reasonable proposition with which
to begin (cutteridge, 1975:8).

In general,. while arguments that strive to understand

military intervention in Àfrican politics in terms of both

societal and military factors may be said to be more valid
than those which stress only one of these two factors, they

nonetheless have a major shortcoming, namely, their
inability to explain vrhy some African states have never

experienced military coups.

2.5 CONCLUSION

À critical look at the various explanations for military
intervention in Àfrican politics reviewed above suggests

that they generally limit their explanations to factors
within specific territories. This neglect of the influence

of "external" factors--such as internaÈional organizai-ions,

the oLder states, and multi-national corporations--in a

progressively "int,erdependent" world may weIl account for
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the fairure of these arguments to account coherently for
miritary intervention in Àfrican poritics. The next chapter
presents the historical theory of nation-building on which

this study is based.

Basically, this perspective suggests the existence of a

world system in which the Third worrd states occupy

peripheral posit,ions rerative to the core of the older
nation-states of western Europe and North America. It is
argued that the occupation of peripheral positions in the
worrd system precludes successful nation-building and

generarly make Third worrd states very susceptibre to
military intervention. rn short, this theoreticar
perspective stresses both internal (that is, societal and

military) and external factors in expraining military
intervention in Nigerian politics.
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Chapt,er I I I

NATTON_BUTLDTNG IN THE MODERN WORLD

3.1 INTRODUCTTON

Most of the factors already identified in the literature as

explanations for military intervention in Afri.can politics

cannot be regarded as major causes but, at best, ês

immediate precipitating factors which are themselves

consequences of coLonialism. This chapter is essentially

concerned with. outlining an alternative framework focusing

on nation-building for understanding mil-itary intervention

in African politics. In doing this, I shall trace the

emergence of the modern nation-state and review briefly the

major theories of nation-building.

3.2 THE STATE

The term "state" refers to "an independent and autonomous

political structure over a specific territory, with a

comprehensive legal system and a sufficient concentration of

povrer to maintain law and order" (ne jai and Enl-oe , 197 9:15) .

This definition points out Lwo'important characteristics
of the state¡ iirst, sovereignty and, second, nnonopoly over

the 'legitimale' use of violence --usually as a last resort
(Arendt , 1970¿47). with regard to the question of
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sovereignty, it can be argued that while a colonial regime

is the immediate central political authority over a specific
territory, iÈ cannot be regarded as a state because its
power of coercion is derived from an external politicat
authority. It was with the question of the state's monopoly

of the use of violence that Weber (1921 ) was concerned when

he defined the state as "the rule of men over men based on

the means of legitimate, that is, allegedly legitimate,
violence. "

Àccording to Miliband (1982), the term state refers to "a

number of particular institutions which, together,
constitute its .reaIity, and which interact as parts of what

may be called the state system". The state system consists
of the following institutions: the government,

administration, the police and the armed forces, the
judiciary, subcentral (that is, state, provincial¡ or

regional) governments and legislative assemblies. The

authority of the state is usually defined by a constitution,
just as are the relationships between the various

institutions within the state sysLem.

Miliband's conceptualization of the state is important

because it helps clarify the general misconception regarding

the rel-ationship between the state and the "government of

the day" ¡ d misconception that has led to misunderstandings

regarding the nature of state power (l¡iliband, 1992246),
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While it is the government that speaks in the name of the

state and exercises its monopoly of violence, this does not

mean that the government inevitably control-s that povrer.

But in general, "the formal constitutional position of the

administrative and coercive elements is to serve the state

by serving the government of the day" (Mifiband,

1982t47 249) .

3.3 THE NATION

A nation is a relatively large group of people who feel that
they belong together by virtue of sharing one or more such

traits as common language, Fêligion or race, common history
or tradition, common set of customs, and common destiny
(nejai and Enloe, 1979214). In this respect, at least with

regard to people's feelings of solidarity and sharing in a

common heritage I a nation is similar t,o a tribe. However,

as Coleman ( 1 965:1 60 ) has pointed out,

Ie nation]...is a post-tribaJ-, post-feudal
terminal community which has emerged from the
shatter ing forces of di s integrat ion that
characterize modernity...It is the result of
modern technology.

It should be noted Lhat a nation cannot be said to exist
until the vast majority of the cítizens of a state (".g.,
Nigeria) give their allegiance to it and think of themselves

primarily ôs, in this case, Nigerians rather than as members

of ethnic and regional groups such as lbo, yoruba, and

Hausa.
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The distinction between a state and a nation is important

because it helps us to understand why most Third World

slates often experience difficulty maintaining law and order

in their territories. The elementary forms of a nation must

exist in order for the state sysLem to function properly

because a certain amount of cooperation among the

"politically relevant strata" of a society is a precondition

for the proper functioning of the state (Foltz,

1967 2124-125) .

3.4 THE NATTON_STATE

A nation-state exist.s when a group of people feel that they

are members of a "nation" identified with a particular state

(Jordan, 1969228). Put differently, a nation-state is a

"nation that possesses political sovereignty" (nejai and

Enloe , 1979215) . Orum ( 1 983 ¿284) sees the modern

nation-state as having the following four features:

Consolidation of policy-rnaking--that is, the

centralization of political authority.
More functions than previous political forms--that

is, for example, the creation of a "we1fare system"

and the establishment and maintenance of nati.onal

defense.

Proliferation of legal standards--a feature that has

led to "distincLive and formidable bureaucracies" to

which Max Weber first gave considerable attention.
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4 An expansion of the citizen's role in public

affairs--a feature that is underlined by the fact

that I'twentieth-century leaders of democratic and

totalitarian regimes seem to find it necessary to

clothe the legitimacy of their rule in the guise of

widespread popular support" (Orum, 1983: 284) .

Til1y (1975¿27) asserts that the nation-state first

emerged in 16th century Europe agreeing, with Friedrich

(1963229) that "if there was a state in antiquity it was not

a nation state." In this view, the modern nation-state is

primarily a consequence of capitalism and industrialism,

historical phe.nomena which, respectively, first occurred in

16th and 17th century England. In short, the integrative
forces which led to the emergence of the nation-state are

seen as having emanated in large part from capitalism and

industrialism. This assertion underscores the fact that
while Britain became a nation-state in the 16th century,

France became a nation-state in the 18th century, and Italy
and Germany became nation-states in the mid-19th century.

Not all scholars agree ful1y with this view, for while

conceding that modern nation-states would not have emerged

without the Industrial Revolution, they argue that the

French Revolution made France the the fi.rst nation-state, âD

argument which impJ-ies that for a territory to be considered

a nation-state the majority of its citizens must be actively
involved in the political process (nejai and EnIoe,
.1969:16 

) .
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Modern nation-states assume many different forms such as

liberal-democratic, authoritarian, fascist, and populist

(riffy, 19752629). Furthermore, in the case of Europe, the

particular form a nation-state assumed was' for the most

part , accidental. According to TiIty (1957:633),

The ma¡or forms of political participation which
westerners now complacently refer to as "modern"
are for the most part unintended outcomes of the
efforts of European state-makers to build their
armies, keep taxes coming in, form effective
coalitions against their rivals, hold Èheir
nominal subordinates and allies in Iine, and fend
of f the threat of rebe11 ion on the part of
ordinary people.

3"5 THEORTES OF NÀTION-BUILDING

TiIly (19752602) has identified three general types of

theories of state- and nation-bui lding--developmental,

functional, and historicals --which attempt to provide

ansvrers to, at Ieast, the following three questions:

Under what conditions do nationaL states
(rather than some other sort of political
structure ) Uecome the dominant,
organizations in an area?

1

2. What are the chief
states, and what
them to appear?

3

t,aken by national
one or another of

forms
cause s

What determines how strong,
effective, and responsive
population a national state
19752602)?

to
is

durable,
its own

( ti rty,

5 It should be noted that not only would some of the
scholars placed within any of the three schools of thought
probably reject such placement, but they may not even
regard themselves as theorists of nation-building.
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The first of these types--the developmental--is the most

pervasive in western soc ial sc ience for, as Ti Ily
(1975:603-60a) has pointed out, "Marx, Weber, and Durkheim

were all developmentalists of sorts. " Developmental

theories propose that social development invariably follows

a standard path and springs from forces which are internal

to particular social units; that is, in general, societies,

Iike living animal or vegetable organismsr âFê seen as

passing through certain fixed qualitative stages towards

matur i ty .

The emphatically developmental theories of

nation-building are those which deal with concepts such as

"pol i t ical modernizat ion " and "pol i t ical development "

processes which are seen as leading to a lessening of ethnic

consciousness in favor of identification with the state.
Thus Huntington (1968) can be seen as a developmentalist;

and Parson's (1971) work in which he traces the emergence of

Western states and concludes that not only is the modern

nation state the inevitable outcome of complexity in other

real-ms within individual states, but there exists an

evol-utionary path toward democracy in the modern worId, can

be seen as based on a developmental model of

nat ion-bui Iding.

To the three questions with which aI1 theories of

nation-buitding are concerned developmental theories propose

t,he f ollowing answers.
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Ittre] development of complex social
organization in other regards determines
the format ion of di f ferent iaI, central ized,
territorially consolidated governments.

The forms range along a principal continuum
from "undeveloped" (characterized by Iow
levels of political participation, by lack
of popular representation and littIe
redi str ibut ive act ivi ty ) to "developed'(characterized by extensive participation
and representation, vigorous
redistribution); the various forms succeed
each other in an evolutionary progression
whose timing depends mainly on nonpolitical
transformations: the accumulation of
wealth, the f orrnat ion of compl icated
communications systems, and so on.

Irf¡e] position it has reached in the
evolutionary progression. All these
characteristics rise with political
development, although only some of them
enter into the definition (tiIIy,
19752612-613).

Developmental theories have some major weaknesses.

First, tþey do not clearly state "whether the development in

question is a continuous process, an end state or a

structural transformation". Second, they do not clearly
state rrwhether there are one or many paths which qualif y as

developmental" (fiffy, 1975:604). Third, the assumption

that modernization dissolves ethnic loyalties can be

empirically refuted. The evidence indicates an increase in

ethnic consciousness in multí- ethnic states world-wide

irrespective of form of government, geographical location,
and level of economic development (Connor , 1979224).

The basic difference between developmental and functional
theories is that the latter do not specify any standard
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stages, sequences' or trajectories by which national states

oÍ. a certain kind emerge, "but they do state what else must

be present if a national state is to exist" (TilIyn

19752621). Put differently, while developmental theories

are essentiatly concerned with the processes which produce

national states, functional theories are essentially

concerned with the concomitants (or preconditions) of

national states. These preconditions include linguistic,

religious, and ethnic homogeneity, all of which are factors

i nte rnal to particular social units.

Anthropological treatments of the state are generally

functional in nature, just as is Lenski's (1966) comparisons

oÍ. the political structures of agrarian and industrial
societies.

Functional theories do not adequately explain the

emergence and transformation of nation-states (ri1Iy,

19752624). For example, the assertion regarding the

necessity of a common language for the formation of

nation-states is undermined by the fact that Switzerland and

Belgium which have four and two of f ic ial languages,

respectively, are nonetheless nationlst,ates. The assertion

regarding the necessity of a common religion for the

emergence of nation-states can be refuted on the grounds

that not only do most nation-states lack a common religion,
but citizens are not, usually required to practise the same

religion. FinaIly, the assertion regarding the necessity of
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a common ethnic heritage for the emergence of nation-sÈates

can be refuted on the grounds that, ês Connor (1979220) has

pointed out, "of a total of 132 contemporary states only 12

(j,1ea) can be described as homogeneous from an ethnic

viewpoint"" In short, most nation-states---and the USÀ and

USSR are prime examples---are composed of people of various

ethnic backgrounds.

In these terms, t,he emergence of nation-st,ates cannot be

adequately explained ín terms of the existence of a common

language, religion, or ethnic background. This, of course,

does not mean that these factors will not facilitate the

format ion of nat ion-states for there i s a posit ive

relationship between "homogeneity of population and the

legitimacy of political institutions" (Ti1Iy, 1975¿17).

In summary, developmental and functional theories of

nation-building have one common weakness: they focus only

on factors internal to particular states. They thus treat
societies as isolated and more or less self-contained

entities and fail to take into account the effect of

international structures of domination on nation-building
(titty , 19752622).

Historical theories of nation-building seek to account

for the characteristics of any particular nation-state
through its particular relationship to some historical
transformation affecting the world as a whoIe" (TiIly,
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1975:624). It was from this
argued that World War I

essentially a European state
(rirty, 19752626).

that Hinze (1962')

vrhat had been

a world system"

perspective

"transformed

system into

These theories propose the following
aforementioned questions with which

nation-building are concerned:

answers to the three

all theor ies of

1. National states become dominant organizations as the

capitalist system expands, and as particurar parts of
the world become integrated into that system;

2" The chief forms taken by national states depend on

the identities of their dominant classes, and

3. The economic strength of those dominant cLasses
(modi f ied by the extent and character of thei r
dependency on the dominant crasses of other states)
determines the strength, durability, effectiveness
and unresponsiveness of the state (ritry, 1975¿62g).

rn short, the historical theories of nation-building take
into account how the rrstructure of world markets, the
operation of economic imperialism, and the characteristics
of the international state system affect the patterns of
poliLicar change within countries in different parts of the
worrd" (Ti1ly, 1975:620). F'rom this perspecÈive, what the
Third world has in common is its relationship to external
forces such as the threat and reality of outside
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intervention, the visíble and concealed roots of dependence,

mounting nat ional indebtedness, and the "prospect of

stability in massive want and conspicuous corruption" aII of

which aggravate its poverty, dependence, and problems of

nationhood (¡'irst , 1970t7).

In its various forms, the notion of interdependence among

states is concerned with the practical and theoretical
issues first deal-t with by Karl Marx and later expanded upon

by Max Weber. Perhaps the most suggestive theoretical
treatment of this notion is that of Wallerstein (1974) whose

major premise is that the emergence of capitalist
agriculture in.16th century Europe resulted in the emergence

of a world-system whose foundation and core is the

world-economy. In his view, while the world-system is
dynamic and today larger than ever before, the

countries--mainly those of Northwestern Europe--which long

ago established positions of dominance as core states still
maintain this position, while others--the developing

countries in the Àmericas, in Africa, and in Asia--are
junior members relegated to peripheral and semiperipheral
positions.

In this scheme, the world-system is held together by a

complex network of ties which is manifested in the specific
forms of economic, political, and social exchanges that flow
Ërcm one country to another. Furthermore, this system is
seen as operating on the basis of a division of labor and
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specialization such that the labor forces in some countries,

mainly the peripheral and semiperipheral ones, are primarily

concerned with the production of raw materials, while those

of t,he core countries are primarily concerned with

manufacturing final products, sorne of which are sold to the

former countries. Because this system is based upon the

world-economy, the capitalist classes which developed from

the capitalist mode of production--classes which belong

almcst exclusively to the core states--contribute more to

its survival and expansion and, thus occupy a more prominent

position than other actors, including heads of state, in t,he

world-system. Lastly, the situations and interests of the

capitalist ctasses are seen as transcending the boundaries

of nat ion-states.

Perhaps the most extensive application of this world

system model has been done by Harry Magdof f. (1969) , Andre

Gunder Frank (1969) , and Wa1ter Rodney (1972). Magdoff

provides evidence which gives credence to the claim that the

world-system has changed little since the 16t.h century and

that a new form of imperialism arose after World War II
which replaced Britain with the United States as the

dominant economic and political power.

SimiIarIy, Rodney (1972)

positive relationsl:ip between

the underdevelopment of

underdevelopmenL is not the

has shown the existence of a

t,he development of Europe and

Africa. In his view,

absence of development but a
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phenomenon which "expresses a particular relationship of

exploitation: namely the exploitation of one country by

another". Thus for Rodney, it is more accurate to speak of

"underdevelopment" than it is to speak of "developing" since

Lhe latter creates the impression that Third WorId states

are emanc ipat ing themselves from the relat ionship of

exploitation, while in fact they are becoming more backward

as a result of newer and more intensive methods of

exploitation (Rodney | 1972t22\ 
"

From thi s frame of reference on nat ion-bui lding my

emphasis will be on showing how Nigeria's colonial and

neocolonial experiences make her susceptible to military
coups. It is argued that colonialism and neocolonialism

combine to make it very difficult for the existence in

Nigeria of a favorable environment for the concomitants of

nation-building. These concomitants include economic

development and the growth and spread of nationalism (Orum,

19832285-289). In this context, economic development refers
to the development of industry in such a way that Third

World countries are no longer dependent on "the precarious

sale to the advanced countries of one or two cash crops or

minerals to earn the money to buy machines and consumer

goods.". In other words, economic development refers less

to economic self-sufficiency than to the creation of a

"diversified economy in which capital can be accumulated

loca1ly...and trade with foreign countries carried out on
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equal terms" (waterlow, 1967¿76)" The Erowth and spread of

national-ism requires a vast expansion in education which can

hardly be achieved without signi f icant economic and

technical aid from the West.

Historical theories of nation-building call for the

tracing of transformations throughout the world (ti1ty,

1975:603). For this reason there has been very little
empirical verification apart from works such as Robinson's

(1976) "The t7orld-Economy and the Distribution of Income

Within States: À Cross-NationaI Study" (Orum, 1983:309).

3"6 SUCCESS ÀND FÀILURE IN NATION-BUILDING

There is at present no consensus on the criteria for
ascertaining success or failure in nation-building (Orum,

1 983;303-304 ) . Some schoLars--such as Hunt ington
(1968)--¿efine success in nation-building in terms of

"political order" or "stabitity" and, thus, describe the

successful nation-state as one without significant
instability or violence. Others--such as Kesselman--ho1d

views exactly opposite and define success in nation-building
in terms of change or upheaval directed against governments

deemed to be extremely oppressive of. citizens'civi1 and

political rights (Orum, 1983:304). A third group--among

whom is Lipset (1963)--view success in nation-building in

terms of the establishment of democratic governments such as

those of Western Europe and the United States. A fourth
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group hold views totally contrary to those of which Lipset
is representative and view success in nation-building in
terms of the establishment of communist regimes"

Fol-lowing orum (1983:304), success in nation-building is
defined in this thesis in terms of Lhe presence of the
following four features of a modern nat ion-state:
cent,ralization of poritical authority, expansion of
functions over previous poriticar forms (ttrat is, for
example, the institution ot welfare schemes), proriferation
of legal standards, and a high degree of social mobilization
and politicat participation. rn contrast, fairure in nation
buirdinq is defined in terms of inability to establish two

or more of these features. These criteria for measuring

success and fairure in nation-building are preferred to the

ones earli.er mentioned because Lhey lend themselves more

easily to empirical verification.
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Chapter

THE EVOLUTION OF THE

IV

NIGERTÀN STATE

4.1 TNTRODUCTIQN

This chapter presents the historical preconditions of

military intervention in Nigerian potitics in the context of

nat ion-bui lding based on a skeletal state st ructure

inherited from the gritish colonial government in October 1,

1 960

The name Nigeria (tliger--area) was coined in the 19th

century and refers to the geographical area traversed from

north-west to south by the river Niger. Prior to the

colonial period, this area consisted of many kingdoms and

chiefdoms which formed part of the so-called "be1t of the

great Empires of the Western Sudan" ( Africa Year Book and

Who' s Who 1977:654).

Contemporary Nigeria has an area of approximately 356,669

square miles (923,773 sq. km. ), is divided into 19 states

and comprises: three large ethnic groups which together make

up approximately 50 percent of the country's total
population--in the North, the Hausa, and, in the South, the

Yoruba and the Ibo; 12 other ethnic groups whose population

range f rom betr,¡een one and three million eachi and several
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hundred groups varying in size from a few thousand to
hundreds of thousands ( van den Berghe , 197 9: 1 53-'1 64 ) . The

country' s populat ion i s between 80 and 1 00 mi 11 ion. lff¡e
results of the 1973 population census were abandoned in

Àugust 1975 because they were considered inaccurate.

However, a population estimate based on electoral
registration in 1978 is 95 million and the World Bank has an

esLimate of 81,039,000 (Paxton, 1983¡923) l.

Nigeria is a member of the Organization of Petroleum

Exporting Countries (OpnC) and produced 73.3 million tonnes

of crude oil in 1981. Oil exports account for 93 percent of

the country's . total exports (Paxton , 1 983:925) . The

country's agricultural exports include palm produce (from

the eastern states); rubber (from Bendel state); cocoa (from

the western states)i and groundnuts, cotton, and hides and

skins (from the northern states).

4.2 THE PRE-COLONTAL LEGACY

One of the most important features of contemporary Nigeria

is its ethnic and linguistic diversity. But this diversity
has proved to be a disadvantage with regard to

nation-building for, as Schwarz (1965:10) has pointed out,

A common history can help hold a nation togethern
but the most significant general comment that can
be made about pre-colonial history in Nigeria is
that it is not Nigerian history but rather the
history of di fferent tribes , ot, occasionally,
groupings of tribes.
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Historically, at Ieast three types of political
structures existed in pre-coloniaI Nigeria. Ladeinde

(1979t12-19) has created a typology of pre-colonial Nigerian

political structures which would be very useful- for the

purpose of this thesis. In the first type of system, the

"sacred-re1igious", the major source of authority was God.

The ruler was perceived to be God's representative, but he

was not made an object of worship. He remained in power

(tnat is, was not deposed) as long as he promoted the

interest of the society's common religion (ladeinde,

1979:1 3-1 6) . This type of potitical structure, represented

by the Hausa-FuIani emirates of northern Nigeria, was

established in most of nörthern Nigeria when the nomadic

Fulani--Ied by a Fulani-MusIim scholar, Uthman dan

Fodio--conguered the Hausa during the jihads ("holy wars")

of the early 19th century. While the original conquerors

portrayed themselves as holy men, their sons, having claimed

the existing titled offices, established themselves as

secular rulers and created new offices for their kin. Hausa

commoners had no direct representation on the governing

councils, having, at Ieast tacitly, accepted an inferior
status, UItimateIy, however, the perpetuation of Fulani

rule rested upon physical coercion (r,Ioyd , 197 5:41 ) .

Unlike the first type of pol-itical structure, Lhe second

Lype, the "sacred-non-religious" was not organized on the

basis of a common religion. Thus the ruler did not ruLe
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within any guidelines based on a common religion, and he was

not considered the representative of a superior being;

rather , he was dei f ied and worshipped. He $¡as also

perceived as possessing supernatural povrers with which he

could enforce compliance with his laws. This was the

dominant type of political structure in the Oyo, Benin,

Onitsha, and delta areas of southern Nigeria (tadeinde,

1979216-17).

I n the thi rd type of po1 i t ical structure, the

"non-sacred-non-religious" type, there was no common

religion; nor vras the ruler considered to be the

representative of a superior being. Instead, authority was

vested in the ru1er, who was neither obliged to enforce any

religious laws (as in the first type), nor deified (as in

the second type). This was the dominant type of political

structure in the Ibo and Ibibio areas of souLhern Nigeria.

It !.ras these substantially different traditional
socio-political structures that the sritish government

merged, imposing a political system that became the colony

of Nigeria.
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4.3 THE COLONIÀL LEGACY

Although Europeans had been in contact vtith Nigeria sÍnce

the 15th century (Forde, 1964:130), colonial administration

was not imposed until 1861, and even then it !{as restricted

to the South. while there may not be general agreement

regarding the motives behind the British colonization of

Nigeria, it is hard to deny the existence, in the late 19th

century, of conditions which favored such action. First,

since Britain vras going through the industrial revolution,

she not only needed African raw materials such as dyes,

gums, and vegetable oils for her industries, but she also

needed a market for her products. Those needs (for raw

rnaterials and trading partners) led to the British

government's introduction of its anti-slavery policy in

1807, which necessitated the creation of the west African

Squadron of the Royal Navy. It was with the aid of this

squadron that the British government deposed African kings

who did not favor its policies and replaced them with other

Àfricans who were more tractable (Hamilton, 1962t9; FIint,

1975:391 -392) . The prevailing laissez-faire attitude
towards trade provided British traders with competition from

Àfrican middlemen as well as French and German traders.

Consequently, British traders--Iike their European

counterparts--started lobbying their home government for the

establishment of colonies in Africa which they felt would

allow them "direct access to the markets in search of

cheaper produce" (Flint , 1975t400). Lugard (1929:61 3),
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Nigeria's first Governor-General, aptly
economic reasons for the colonization and

illustrates the

partitioning of

Africa when he states

The partition of Àfrica was, as we all recognise,
due primarily to the economic necessity of
increasing the supplies of raw materials and food
to meet the needs of the industrialised nations of
Europe. It is a cheap form of rhetoric which
stigmatises as "common greed" the honourable work
by which men and nations earn their bread and
improve their standard of life.

The second condition which favored British colonization
of Nigeria is that there was political conflict in the

Kingdom of Lagos which began when the British government

dethroned King Kosoko of Lagos (who resisted British
interference h'ith his trade in slaves) and, in 1852,

enthroned his nephew, Prince Akitoye, in his stead ( africa
Year Book 1977:657). This political conflict in Lagos--and

its geographical location in the Atlantic coast--made that

area much more conducive to colonization than the northern

parts of the country which were not colonized until
1 900-1 906.

In accordance with the Selbourne Committee Report of

1899, Nigeria rvas ( in 1900 ) Aivided into three parts--the

colony of Lagos with its own Yoruba Protectorate, the

Southern Protectorate, and the Northern ProtectoraLe

(Nicolson, 1969:35). This division lasted until 1906 when

lhe Colony and Proteclorate of Lagos vras merged with the

Protectorate of Southern Nigeria to form the Colony and
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ProtectoraLe of Southern Niger ia ( ef r ica

1977:659). The orders in Council which created

be regarded as t,he f irst attempt at making the

a multinational state (obasanjo, 1 981 :1 ) .

Year Book

Nigeria can

country into

The Northern and Southern regions of Nigeria were

administered through strikingly different methods. Under

Sir (later Lord) Frederick Lugard, the Northern Protectorate

lras governed through "indirect rule"--a system whereby the

gritish administrators ruled through traditional rulers who,

at Ieast theoretically, retained control over thei r

subjects.6 On the other hand, Southern Nigeria, under Sir

l{alter Egerton', vras administered through "direct rule".

Such a basic difference in administration was unnecessary

especialty since the Orders in Council setting up the

Protectorates vrere almost identical in wording (Nicolson,

1969:37 ) .

The reasons for and consequences of the two forms of rule

are int,eresting. It has been suggested that "direct rule"

in Lagos was considered justifiable on two grounds. First,

since the Treaty of Cession had conferred British
citizenship on Lagosians, they Iegally owed allegiance not

to the chiefs but to the gritish Crown. Second, because of

It has been suggested that Lugard's real concept of
indirect rule was neither direct not genuinely indirect,
"but a dishonest use of indirect rule as an expedient
leading to the establishment of a complete alien control"
(Nicolson, 19692212). Crudely put , Lugard, who Ì.¡as an
army general, probably intended to establish a system of
military despotism.
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the slave trade, Lagos chiefs were considered "essentially
cruel, eviI, and oppressive rulers" (Nicolson, 1969252), It
is , therefore, hardly surprising that once Lagos was

acquired there was no serious thought of putting it again

"under the rule of chiefs, or of including the traditional
chiefs in the institutions of government" (Nicolson,

1969:52).

Since indirect rule required that the British government

be responsible only for the maintenance of law and order in
northern Nigeria, the religious and educational activities
of Christian missíonaries, which were totally unrestricted
in the south, vr€re restr icted in the north. Thus , whi Ie the

Southern government concerned ítseIf almost exclusively ¡¡ith
the construction of roads and the development of trade and

commerce, the Northern government concerned itself with

educational and social development in addition to
constructing roads and developing trade and commerce. Given

the fact that both governments were allocated proportionally
equal revenue, their differentiai concerns resulted in great

disparity in the economic, educational, and social
development of the two regions ( africa Year Book 1977:659).

There were other reasons why the South was more

economically, educationally, and socially developed lhan the

North.

For instance,

t.axat i on--a system

t,he North

could not

while

that

vras dependent on direct
be effectively monitored
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gíven that, among other things, the administration did not

have valid and reliable census data--the South depended on

customs duties and other forms of indirect taxes (NicoIson,

1969:1 05) . In other words, differential systems of taxation

Con.-ributed to differential economic resources which

con:-ributed to differential educational and social

development. But perhaps indirect taxation would not have

done much f.or the North since "Lugard showed no sign of

grasping the idea of an administration devotíng itself to

creat ing favorable condit ions for trade" (NicolSon 
'

1969t134) '

By 1912 the Sritish government felt that, with Northern

Nigeria always operating at a deficit, the administration of.

the country had become too much of a financial burden

(Nicolson 1969: 18.1 ) . The British government thus dec ided to

amalgamate the prosperous South with the economically weak

North. Thi s vras an onerous task f or not only lvere the

people inhabiting these regions different in terms of

religion, customs, and language, but the regions had been

subjected to drastically different methods of

administration.

Surprisingly, Lugard (who had resigned in September,

1906) was, in 1912, chosen for the task of amalgamation.

Thus when the Colony and Protectorate of Southern Nigeria

and the Prolectorate of Northern Nigeria were officially

amalgamated on January 1, 1914, Lugard was appointed
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Nigeria's first Governor-GeneraI (erikpo , 1967 237) . But

Lugard's claim of having completed the administrative and

other tasks necessary for the effective amalgamation of

Niger ia is debatable. Àccording to Nicolson (1969: 1 80 ) ,
' "easily the most remarkable thing about Lugard's

'amalgamation ' of Nigeria is that it never really tooþ.

place". What Lugard clearly did was complete his

destruction of the precariously cordial relationship between

the government and people of Southern Nigeria within five
months of his arrival in the south.

He extended indirect rule to the South, disregarding the

various suggestions to divide the country into anything from

three to seven states with the excuse that such a move would

be too expensive (Jordan, 19692299; NicoIson, 19692192,208).

Lugard's insistence on retaining the two unequal divisions

of the country might have been due to the fact that he

wanted to retain a considerable amount of control over the

two Lieutenant-Governors (of Northern and Southern Nigeria)

and, t.hus, over the whole country (Nicolson, 19692192).

One of the dramatic vrays in which indirect rule

negatively affected the South vras in its apparent

requirement of a "direct" system of taxation resulting in

very disruptive riots, at different times, in both the

western and the east,ern provinces (respectively, the "Egba

uprising" and the "women's War") of that region.
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Lugard's appointment as Nigeria's first Governor-GeneraI

was made in spite of the fact that the colonial office in

Lagos not only lacked confidence in his judgement, but had

doubts regarding hi s ment.al health (NicoIson, 1969: 196 ) .

Nevertheless, he remained Governor-GeneraI until the end of

the f irst World glar (NicoIson, 1969225\.

He vras succeeded by Sir Hugh Clifford, under whom the

nritish administrators attempted to improve economic and

social conditions in Nigeria, but funds and other resources

were scarce. As Sir George Fiddes put it, "You cannot have

an À-1 administration on a C-3 budget" (Nicolson, 1969,216) 
"

After the second World War the British government felt that

the need for reconstruction at home made it economically

unfeasible to maintain control of Nigeria. But independence

was not granted until 1960, by which time colonial rule had

successfully set in motion the forces that brought about the

regional and ethnic conflicts which have hindered subsequent

attempts at nation-building.

THE OR]GINS OF THE NORTH-SOUTH AND ETHNTC CONFLICTS

(1970) points out that:

Nigeria's problems"..derive in Iarge measure from
the tensions which have arisen between the larger
ethnic aroups Iand] ttre hostility deriVês. . .not
from the ethnic differences, but from competitión
between peoples for wealth and povrer.

Perhaps the best way to identify the source of

4.4

Lloyd

ts by analyzing Nigeria's constitutional
this conflict

bac kground ,
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representing as iL does the colonial government's policy of

"divide and ru1e".

Modern nationalism began in Nigeria in the 1920's with

lhe formation of the Nigerian NationaL Democratic Party

(¡¡Nop) under the leadership of Herbert Macaulay (coleman,

1958). But it was not until 1934 when the Nigerian Youth

Movement (¡¡yl¿) was formed that this new method of struggle

against coLonialism extended beyond Lagos.

Just four years after it was formed, the NYM successfully

challenged the NNDP in the election for the Lagos town

council. At this time the former had branches in many

southern Nigerian cities and in such northern cities as Jos,

Kaduna, Zaria, and Kano. Às a means of ensuring that it v¡as

perceived as a powerful national political organization, the

NYM's leaders included Kofo Abayomi, Nnamdi Azikiwe, H.O.

Davies, Obafemi Awolowo, Ernest Ikoli, and SamueI Akisanya,

men who Írere considered more interested in furthering the

course of the nation than that of their particular ethnic or

regional group. But the NYM remained a national political

organization only untit 194.1 when it split permanently over

the nomination of a replacement for Kofo Àbayomi on the

Legislative Council (Oyediran, 1979:6). Às a result of this

spJ.it, "The NYM was left with an almost entirely Yoruba

membership, and thus began the political tension between Ibo

and Yoruba that has plagued Nigerian politics ever since"

(Schwarz , 1965 ¡ 51 ). According to Oyediran (1979¿7) ,
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By 1948 Azikiwe had ceased to be
Zik of the Ibo nation and soon
champion of Yoruba nationalism
Egbe Omo Oduduwa and soon after
Action Group political party.

ZLk of Àfrica but
Awolowo emerged as
first thrcugh the
as leader of the

At least partly because of the divisions among Nigerian

nationalists, up to the end of the second World I^Iar no

serious attempt was made to change the constitution under

which the country v¡as governed. Ànd when a nevr

constiLution--the Richards constitution -was introduced in
1946, Nigerians were hardly consurted in its formulation
despite the fact that it was expected to last nine years
(Oyediran , 197 9:3). This virtual exclusion of Nigerians is
understandable given the general attitude towards coloniars
and considering that Sir Arthur Richards who was then

governor of Nigeria "seemed to have a special knack for
antagonizing the educated elements" (Coleman , 19521.

The primary features of the Richards Constitution, which

is generally regarded as the first step towards a federal
system of government in Nigeria, include the following;

creat ion of three regions--north, west, and

east--each governed by a chief commissioner;

creation of three regional Houses of Assembly at
Kaduna (northern region), Ibadan (western region),
and Enugu (eastern region) empowered to discuss

general tegislation and to pass their respective

budgets;
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3 selection of membership in each of the three regional

Houses from existing native authorit,ies, who in turn

selected five of their members as representatives to

the central Legi slative Counc i I which met

successively in Lagos, Ibadan, Kaduna, and Enugu;

creation of a House of Chiefs in the Northern region

(oyediran, 197 9:3).
4

Some observers regard the Richards Constitution as a

catalyst for Nigeria's dilemma of nationhood. For Ezera

(1960276-84), although the constitution v¡as successful in

integrating northern and southern Nigeria in a common

legislative council, it nonetheless brought about the

concept of regionalism which can be construed as the

beginning of the process of fragmentation in Nigeria. For

Awolowo (19+12124-134), while this constitution appeared to

be more reasonable than t,he one it. replaced, it actually
contained some of the same object ionable features in

addition to its own, and generally fell short of

expectation. SpecificaIIy, he regarded the system used for
establishing the size of the regional councils as anomalous,

condemned the system of nominating as opposed to electing
members of the Legislative Council, and called for greater

decentralization.

Nevert.heless, the introduct ion of the Richards

Constitution represents a hallmark in Nigerian history.
lndeed, one of the reasons the year 1948 can be regarded as
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the starting point of the transition from British to

Nigerian rule is because it was in that year that the

financial provisions in this constitution came into effect. T

These provisions gave the 2E unoffical members (all of whom

were Nigerian) of the 44 member national Legislative Council

the povrer to "oppose, de1ay, and obstruct offical proposals,

and to deny officials the men, money and materials needed

for the off icially proposed len-year programme of

development" (Nicolson, 1969:251 ).

During the period of the Richards Constitution, ethnic

rivalry was limited to the south. But, Iargely because of

the nationalist fervor which accompanied the end of the

second WorId War, this constitution met with constant

opposition. Às a result, with the arrival of a new governor,

Sir John Macpherson, in 1948, êD attempt was made (between

1949 and 1951 ) to drastically change it (Oyediran, 197424),

The process of drawing up what became known as the

Macpherson Constitution not only gave Nigerians the first
opportunity for active participation in the formulation of a

constitution, but it also had the effect of including the

north in ethnic rivalries.

A second reason 1948 is generally regarded as the
beginning of a transitory period in Nigeria is because it
was in that year that the new Governor-General, Sir John
Macpherson, and his Chief Secretary introduced a
Nigerianization program to promote Nigerians to senior
positions in the civil service and in the army.
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The firsL indication of this extension of ethnic rivalry

vras the sentiments of regionalism which vrere forcefully

displayed at the General Conference ( for drawing the

Macpherson Constitution) held at Ibadan in 1950. Fifty of

the fifty-three members at this conference, which was called

to consider the recommendations of a constitution drafting
committee, ivere Nigerian--32 of whom were Southerners and 18

Northerners. The major issues which confronted the

conferenèe were: the size of regional units in the

federation, regional representat ion in the central

legislature, revenue allocation, franchise and citizenship,
ministerial- responsiblity, and the status of Lagos. It was

in addressing these issues that sharp north-south

disagreements came to the fore. The Southern delegation vras

vehemently opposed to its Northern counterpart's demands for
a fifty percent represenLation at the Central Legislature,

and per capita division of tax revenue. For its part, the

Northern delegation yras just as vehemently opposed to the

Southerners' demands for cabinet responsibility at the

central and regional levels, as well as a change in the

existing regional boundaries (Oyediran | 197927).

While the conference was still in session, the Emirs

(traditional- rulers) of Katsina and Zaría stated that if the

Northern delegation's demand that the Northern region be

granted fifty percent of the seats in the proposed House of

Representatives vras not met, they would seek "separation
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from the rest of Nigeria on the arrangements before 1914"

(Oyediran, 197927). The northern delegation won on lhis
issue as weII as on that regarding the redrawing of regional

boundaries" But this victory was a loss for the country

since it almost guaranteed that, outside some violent means

such as a military coup, Southerners could not realistically
aspire to top political positions, in spite of the fact that

most of the "modern nationalists" who started the struggle

for Nigeria's independence were Southerners. As to

Kirk-Greene ( 1971 :9) not,es, this decision to allow the

north's claim "was one that was to dominate the shaping of

Nigeria's political culture until the First Republic

expLoded sixteen years later".

The Macpherson

some of which are

Constitution had important unique features

Iisfed below.

1. The three regions were changed from mere

administrative units to political entities vested

with executive and legislative powers.

2. A federal House of Representatives, whose elected

members were 50 percent Northerners, 25 percent

Easterners, and 25 percent Westerners, $ras formed.

3. The legislative power of the House of Representatives

was restricted with regard to bilfs relating to

public revenue and the public service. Specifically,
the House of Representatives could discuss biIls,
motions, and petitions concerning money only upon the

recommendation of the governor (Oyediran, 1979¿5),
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The rigid and complicated nature of the Macpherson

constitution drew many criticisms; Awolowo (1960)' for

instance, referred to it as "a wretched compromise between

federalism and unitarianism".

The crises which arose as a result led to its breakdown

after only two years. But within this period it had

contributed its share to Nigeria's socio-political problems

so that by 1951 three major political parties had emerged on

ethnic and regional 1 ines (Uackintosh , 1966: chapter XI I ) .

Dr. Nnamdi Azikiwe led the Ibo-dominated National

Convention of Nigerian Citizens (HCHC) associated with the

Eastern region; Obafemi Awolowo led the Yoruba-dominated

Àction Group (aC) associated with the Western region; and

AIhaji Ahmadu BeIlo led the Hausa-dominated Northern Peoples

Congress (¡¡pC). Philosophically, the ÀG was the most

radical in its opposition to the colonial administration

while the NPC was the most conservative; the NCNC fell

somewhere in-between the two extremes (Jordan,

1969¿1-41-144).

The first of these parties, the NCNC, was formed in 1944

u¡rder the leadership of Herbert Macauley. InitiaIIy, the

NCNC wal essentially a Nationalist movement (called the

National Council of Nigeria and the Cameroons) and its

membership was limited to "groups and organízabions such as

trade unions, town unions, existing political parties, and
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ethnic unions" ( Africa Year Book, 1977¡660). But when Dr.

Nnamdi ezikiwe emerged as its leader upon the death of

Herbert Macauley in 1946, the NCNC became reÞresentative of

Lhe interests of Eastern Nigerians and was soon renamed the

National Convention of Nigerian Citizens. The ÀG and ihe

NPC which emerged in 1951, represented, respectively, the

int.erest,s of Western and Northern Nigerians. s

In spite of their differences, these political parties

had a common goal; the ousting of the colonial government.

targely because of their efforts, a new constitution, named

after OIiver Lyttlelton, the British Colonial Secretary who

vras the central, f igure in its f ormulation, vtas introduced in

1954. This constitution formalized the federal system of

government in Nigeria and represents the foundations upon

which the Federal Republic of Nigeria was established on

October 1, 1963. It provided for "separate governors,

separate premiers and cabinets and legislatures, separate

judiciaries, separate public service commissioners,

marketing boards and development plans" (Oyediran,

1979:5-6) . with its introduction , " outside the Federal

CiviI Service, only the army appeared to be a genuinely

national institution" (nirk-creene , 197 9:1 1 ).

À catalyst f or the dif f erences among these parties lvas the
introduction of Lhe financial provisions of the Richards
Constitution, an action that made the problem of
allocating fair shares of revenue among the three regions
(lagos heie considered parL of the Western region) "the
most serious and intractable political issue" Nicolson'
1969:253 ) .
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On October 1, 1954, in accordance with its provisions,

Alhaji Ahmadu BeI1o, leader of the NPC, became Premier of

the Northern Region; Chief Obafemi Awolowo, leader of Èhe

AG, became Premier of the Western Region; and Dr. Nnamdi

Azikiwe, Ieader of the NCNC, became premier of the Eastern

Region. But this arrangement only served to increase the

demands of minorities throughout the country for the

creation of additional states which they believed would

preclude the possibility of their being neglected and

oppressed by the three major ethnic aroups--the Hausa, the

Yoruba, and the lbo. The NPC was vehemently opposed to the

creation of states, especially in the north, because it
believed that dividing the north would reduce the party's

relative advantage over the AG and The NCNC, both of which,

the AG especially, supported in principle the creation of

states (Africa Year Book, 197 7:665).

Because of the fears of Nigerian minorities,
particularly, it became apparent to both the sritish
colonial administration and Nigerian nationalists that the

Lyttlelton Constitution needed to be replaced, and

arrangements were made to review it. But the subsequent

const itutional conferences of 1957 , 1 958, 1959, and

1 960--which culminated in the granting of political

independence to Nigeria on Octobet 1, 1960--had lhe same

effect as that of 1 950 ( for drawing the Macpherson

Constitution), namely strengthening the regional
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tegislatures at the expense of the federal Iegislature
(Obasanjo, 1 981 :3 ) . More important, the complex method of

amendment required by the Independence constitution meant

that, once independence was achieved, constitutional change

vras likely only through violence (Miners, 1971¡10).

Àpart from the problems inherent in the Independence

constitution, nation-building in Nigeria was, from the

sLart, made especially difficult by the pre-independence

political division of the country which made the Northern

region more than two-thirds of the country and led, in the

early 1 960's, to the hegemony of that region (Diamond,

1970;,22-23) . This situation was dramatically demonstrated

when, upon attainment of independence in October 1950, the

federal government initiated steps towards establishing

diplomatic relations with the state of Israel. Sir Ahmadu

Bello, the moslem premier of the Northern region (who later

became Vice-President of the WorId lslamic League), was

strongly opposed to this initiative by the federal

government. He is reported to have said, "To my mind, it

I r srael ] does not exist. And it will never exist. . . I don't

know what it is".

The two "Christian" premiers of Southern Nigeria had a

completely different attitude towards Israel, with which

they had established economic ties prior to independence"

For instance, DE. Michael Okpara, Ieader of the NCNC and

premier of the Eastern region is reported to have said: "I
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myself am almost an I srael ite. I Iove and admi re

Israel-.. "." And, while on a visit to Israel, Chief

Akintola, premier of the Western region is reported as

sayingr. "You can be assured of our friendship and support at

any place, and we promise never to withdraw this". The

federal government (Ied by Sir Abubakar Tafawa Balewae a

Northerner and a Muslim) tried not to take sides in the

dispute between the north and the south. But by failing to

open an embassy in TeI Àviv--even after the I sraeli
government had opened one in Lagos--the Nigerían government

was perceived, ât least by southern Nigerians, to have

yielded to pressure from the North (Akinyemi, 19742102-104).

There is some suspicion that at least part of Nigeria's
dilemma at the end of the colonial period was deliberately
concocted by the colonial government which was persistently

at variance with "nationalists", most of whom, because of

the influence of l^iestern education and Christianity, were

Southerners. The contention is that once the gritish

government realized it could not hand over porrer to the

tradiLional rulers through whom it had governed in the

"indirect rule" system but to the "nationalists", it decided

to "punish" the latter by aggravating, if not creating,

ethnic and regional problems in the country.

s Balewa vras
1969:303 ) .

appointed Prime Minister in 1957 (Jordan,
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In any case, the regional and ethnic problems that are

part of Nigeria's troublesome colonial legacy are reflected

not only in the state's governrnental and administrative

subsystems, but in the military forces as well.

4.5 THE NTGERIAN ARMY

4.5.1 Earlv Historv

The Nigeria Regiment of the WesL Africa Frontier Force

(renamed the Queen's Own Regiment after the Queen's visit to

Nigeria in 1956) was established when Lord Frederick Lugard

amalgamated Northern and Southern Nigeria in 1914. It

consisted of "several locaI forces raised in the second half

of the nineteenth century to carry out the Sritish conquest

of what is now Nigeria"(Miners, 1971212).

In the South, the first of these local forces--"Glover's

Hausas--was a constabulary force organized by Lt. Glover in

Lagos in 1 863 from runavray slaves who had attached

themselves to him when he returned by land to Lagos after

experiencing a shipwreck in Jebba. The second major

military force was the "Oil Rivers Irregulars" (later--in

1891--the Niger Coast Constabulary) which was raised in

Eastern Nigeria after the creation of the Oil Rivers

Protectorate in 1885. When the colony of Lagos and the

Protectorate of Southern Nigeria were amalgamated in 1906,

these two military forces were merged to form the Southern

Nigeria Regiment ( Niqeria Year Book, 1983:60).
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In the North, t,he major military force was Sir George

Goldie's chartered company's consLabulary--the Royal Niger

Company Constabulary--raised in 1866. In 1900 Lord Lugard

reorganized these soldiers to form the Northern Nigeria

Regiment which participated in the expedition against Sultan

Attahiru Ahmadu of Sokoto, which led to the formal

annexation of the whole of Northern Nigeria (Miners,

1971 212) .

With the amalgamation of Northern and Southern Nigeria on

January 1, 1914, the Northern and Southern regiments were

merged to form the Nigeria Regiment ( ¡¡iqeria Year Book,

1983:60). Àfter the formal colonization of Nigeria the

British government continued using the Nigerian Forces in

punitive expeditions to ensure control of the whole country.

I t i s worth not ing that v¡hi Ie these operat ions vrere

generally brief, not, only were Lhey frequent (there $rere 23

such expeditions between 1900 and 1914) but the colonial
government valued them to the extent of creating campaign

medals (the Àfrica General Service Medal and Clasp) to honor

some soldiers who participated in them. The last full-scale
punitive expedition in Nigeria was to suppress the rebellion
of the Egba people (who lived around Abeokuta in Western

Nigeria) against Lhe imposition of Lugard's version of

" indirect rule" in their area. This expedition engaged

about '10 companies of troops and resulted in the death of

about 500 "rebe1s" (Miners , 1971 212,1 3) .
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After the Egba uprising, the colonial government

conLinued to use Nigerian troops for maintaining internal
security, though in a Less dramatic vray. (r'or instance, in
parts of the North--part icularly in the "Middle
Bert"--troops h'ere often sent to enforce payment of taxes),
There vras, however, one notable exception to the less

violent use of the army in an incident commonly referred to
as the "Yakin Mata" in the Eastern region--the "Women's War"

of 1929-1930, when the imposition of direct taxation in that
area resulted in furious riots by women traders. Troops

vrere ordered to shoot at sight anyone attempting to destroy
government property (Miners, 1971¿13).

The Nigerian Àrmy was afso employed in various operations

outside the country; in the Ashanti War of 1900, which was

the result of persistent Ashanti (in Ghana) resistance to
British rule; in the conquest of German Kamerun during World

War I in 1914; and in the campaign against von Lettow in
German East Africa (Tanganyika) in 1916.

During the second tforld War Nigerian trocps also
part ic ipated in the operat ions which resulted in the

liberation of Ethiopia from the Italians and the restoration
of Emperor Haile Salassie to his throner âs well as in India
where they fought in the Burma campaign as part of the 81st

and 82nd (west Africa) oivisions (Miners, 1971r13).
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Besides its use in such times of great crises the role of

the Nigerian army r,¡as mainly symbolic, serving as a "visible
demonstration to the popurace of the coercion upon which

coronial rure was based Ifor] external security vras provided

by Britain" (Luckham , 197 1 ;88 ) .

4.5.2 Àdni¡jst¡ation
Between Lhe two World Wars, the Nlgerian Army was financed

entirely by local revenue, an arrangement that allowed the

colonial Government of Nigeria to determine the composition,

organization, and strength of the army "subject to the

sanction of the Secretary of State for the colonies". But

while the Nigerian government thus had control over its
army, the limited revenue raised Ioca1ly imposed great

restraints on its size and equipment; for example, in 193S

the Nigerian Àrmy had only two lorries--one in Lagos and the

other in Kaduna (t'tiners , 1971 :15-47 ) "

with the outbreak of the second World War in 1939,

however, the Nigerian government--along with all other

governments in gritish colonies--had to place its army under

the authority of the Àrmy Council in London¡ ârì arrangement

which continued untit April 1 , 1 958 (Miners, 1971 217 ,60) .

while this new arrangement was financially expedient for the

Nigerian government, it was generally opposed by members of

the Nigerian legislature where one member had this to say:

I ask myself is the Nigeria Regiment no more nor
Iess than the British army stationed in this
country, subjecL to the Army Council of the
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gritish War Office?
Niger ia in name?
debate, March 21,
1971:'18).

Is the Nigeria Regiment just
(House of Representatives

i 955 2415, cited in Miners,

Although attempts vrere made to promote Nigerians to

senior positions in the army as part of the Nigerianization

program which vras introduced in 1948, proposals to establish

a West Africa Military Academy to train African cadets for

commissions were rejected by the Nigerian government on two

grounds. First, the cost vras considered excessive and,

second, nationalist Ieaders felt that officers in the

Nigerian Àrmy ought to have qualifications that would be as

internationally recognized as those of their counterparts in

the British Army. It was to address these concerns that six
places per annum r.rere reserved for Nigerian officer cadets

in the eighteen month course at Sandhurst (Miners,

1971234,52) .

Efforts to Nigerianize the army did not meet with much

success, so that when the Nigerian government took over

control of the Nigerian Army from the sritish War Office in

1 958, the latter had only 32 Nigerian off icers--a net

increase of 17 officers (or 7eo per annum) from January 1956

when only 15 of the 250 officers in the 6,650-man army were

Nigerians (Miners, 1971¿15-18). Even at this relatívely
high rate of increase, it would have taken 25 years for the

army to be completely Nigeríanized. But it was quite

unlikely that this rate of increase could be maintained by
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depending on Sandhurst where only nine Nigerian cadets were

expected Lo graduate by Àugust, 1 960--two months before

independence" In order to meet the need for commissioning a

reasonably large number of Nigerian officers before

Independence (it was felt that expatriate officers would

have divided loyalty once Nigeria became independent), the

practice of sending secondary school graduates to the

thirty-month course at Sandhurst vras changed to a program of

sending these recruits--as weII as "regular soldiers"-- to

the Mons Officer Cadet School in England where they could

graduate within twelve months (Miners, 1971249-52).

Largely because of this change, ât Independence on

October 1, 1960, the Nigerian Army which then numbered

7,500, had 61 Nigerian officers,l0 57 of whom held combatant

commissions (Miners, 1971:52). This vras a relatively smaIl

army for a country whose population was estimated at
forty-five milIion, especially in comparison with a country

such as Argentina, with half Nigeria's population, which had

an army of '120,000 (Miners, 197122). The British colonial
government, however, considered the ilt-equipped,

smalI-sized Nigerian Army quite adequate, since it was not

anticipated that it would be required for other than

" internal securiLy duties and minor frontier incidents"
(Miners, 1971 z 61 ) .

1o This f igure
of f icers.
1971254).

represent s
The other

20eo of lhe total
were expatriates

only
g 0e"

number of
(Miners,
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Nevertheless, considering the confl ict-torn pol i t ical
army existed, the haste in

organizational strain which

environment in which Nigeria's
Nigerianization resulted ln

played an important role in the military intervention of

necessitated the adoption of a

the military system ...out of

January 15, 1966. This haste

recruiting pattern which "put

balance" by bringing about

a high concentration over the years of particular
ethnic/regional groupings at ceitain levãts of lhe
hierarchy, a high concentration of Ibos towards
the top and of Northerners towards the bottom
(Luckham , 197 1 :9) .

In addition, it undermined the normal relations of command

and control. Às Luckham (1971:3-4) put it,
normal relations of command and control were
undermined because there was littIe difference in
age and experience between officers at upper and
lower leve1s of the hierarchy; and career
expectations had to be adjusted to a situation in
which promotions were alternately very fast and
then very slow, in which mobility from posting to
posting was very rapid and organized career lines
difficult to establish.

Another source of the army's organizational strain r,¡as

the politicization of recruitment into its officer corps.

HistoricalIy, the majority of Nigerians have regarded the

Army as "an alien institution to be ignored or despised"

(Miners, 1971¿32) . This attitude v¡as based upon two

factors: first, the composition of the army, and second,

the brutalily of. the soldiers against their feIlow

countrymen--for instance, the Niger Coast Constabulary was

so brutal that it vras known in the 19th century as the

"Fort,y Thieves" (Miners, 1971 ¿29) .
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The v¡ay i n

the attitudes
clearly stated

Sokot,o:

which the composition of the army influenced

of Nigerians towards this institution Þ¡as

by Sir Ahmadu Bello, the late Sardaunall of

who had other

at least, the

78

tfhen the gritish came to the North, they st,arted
recruiting their army of soldiers by getting
slaves who ran avray from their masters, labourers
from the market and so oD, and had them enlisted
in the force. They had a bad sLart, then. (House
of Representatives Debate, 19 August 1952, 216,
cited in Miners, 1971:29).

The army's low reputation among Nigerians

continued until,opportunities of employment

mid-1960's. Àccording t.o Miners (1971227),

The pattern in all three regions vras the same:
the best recruiting areas vrere those farthest from
the regional capitals, in economically depressed
parts with few natural resources. Few recruits
came from the cocoa-producing areas of the West,
or the main groundnut- and cotton-producing areas
of the North. Similarly in the Eastern Region
there !.¡ere more alternative opportunities for
employment in t,he Ibo heartland and along the
Iines of the railway than in the more sparsely
populated minority areas where the roads were bad
and few.

Nevertheless, nationalist leaders elere intent on changing

the army from an institution whose rank and file were

dominated by Northerners to a strong national institution
with proportional representation from all regions of the

count,ry. This was a very difficult task because Southerners

were generally less interested in joining the army than

their counterparts in the North. During the second WorId

11 Sardauna (roughty, Captain of the Bodyguard) is a title
"restricted to members of the ruling house of Sokoto, one
of the two Fulani capitals" (Schwarz, 1965:13).



I,rlar n however, the recruitment drive in the South created a

dichotomy within the army, with the infantry (whose recruits
were not required to have any formal education) dominated by

Northerners and the trades and clerical sections (whose

recruits were required to have a relatively high level of

literacy) dominated by Southerners (Miners, 1971224-25).

This division became more pronounced when Southerners

began responding positively to t,he recruitment drive.
Between 1956 and 1960 the number of officers of Eastern

origin increased from five--33e. of the Nigerian officer
corps --to thirty-nine--68eo of the Nigerian officer corps

(Miners, i971:52) .

The predominance of Easterners in the officer corps of an

army whose rank and file v¡ere mostly Northerners caused

greaL anxiety, particularly among Northern politicians. One

Nort,herner, Abdullahi Magajin Musawa appealed to the Prime

Minister, Sir Àbubakar Tafawa BaIewa, himself a Northerner,

saying that "it would be a good idea if vre equalized our

army officers...so that the officers in the Eastern region,

the Northern Region and the Western Region are equalized".

However, Musawa's appeal $¡as rejected on two grounds:

first, it was argued that adopting a quota system would

defeat the purpose of creating a strong National army which,

by definition, should be "supra-triba1"; and, second,

Northerners were generally not educationally qualified for

the of f icer corps while Westerners were not interested in
joining Lhe army (Miners, 1971253,27') .
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The rejection of Musawa's appeal was only a temporary

setback for advocates of a quota system. By 1 958 the

Northern Peoples Congress (¡¡pC), because of its numerical

strength in the legislature, had won the debate, and it

became government policy from that year that the army rank

and file v¡ould be composed as follows; Northern region,

50eo, Eastern region, 25eo, and Western regi,on, 25eo.12 Apart

from Lhe introduction of the quota system' recruitment into

and promotion within the army vras highly politicized as a

result of the debate, between, especially, the NPC and the

NCNC over the apþIicable criteria. The NPC got its way and

from 1958 the basis for recruitment and promotion became

"courage" and not "educational qualifications" (oyediran,

1979t23-24).

But, des.pite the politicization of army recruitment , a

successful coup or mut.iny was quite unlikely until, at

least , 1961. The reason for this vras not so much the

presence of the sritish colonial structure as the method of

British administration that secured the loyalty of the

Niger ian Mi I i tary Forces to the sr i t i sh Government . Thi s

attachment was dependent on at least four factors: first,

aIl the senior officers and many of the non-commissioned

of f icers (¡tcO's) and warrant of f icers (wo's) were British;

second, since most of the troops were recruited from the

socio-economicalJ-y backward areas of the country which were

12 The
in

same
1 961

quota system was adopted for the officer corps
(l¿iners , 1971:98).
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not yet touched by nat ional i st agi tat ion , the soldiers
generally found the pay and condition of service quite

attractive; third, "Lhe battalions vrere rotated every few

years so that they could not form close links v¡ith the local
population"; and fourth, the politically conscious

Southerners were I'neutralized by being mixed with

Northerners in the battalions, or were separated in smal1

specialízed units where they could do no harm" (Miners,

1971¡100-101).

4.6 CONCLUSION

Nigeria's colonial Iegacy

major problems that have

nat i on-bui Idí ng :

it with three related

subsequent attempts at

thus left
pJ-agued

2

an exacerbation , if not creation of ethnic and

regional problems.

a constitution which almost guaranteed that any

political change had to be made through violence.

an ill-equipped and internally fractured army which

reflected the country's socio-political problems and

whose basic orientation vras antithetical to the

proper functioning of a modern nation-sÈate.

According to Schwarz ( 1 965223) ,

Colonial rule left a new country with a measure of
both political and economic unity, but the British
did more to unify the country economically than
politically. And the political unity that did
develop stemmed much more from Nigerian
assimilaiion of alien ideas than from any design
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of the colonialists. Even economically, much that
was done by Britain was in her interest and not in
the interest of the colony.

The plausibility of the argument regarding the negative

consequences of Nigeria's colonial legacy on present

attempts at nation-building is indicated by the fact that

the first attempt at military intervention in Nigerian

politics coincided with I.ndependence on October i, 1960.

This attempted coup, which was organized by junior officers
of Eastern Region Origin in the first battalion in Enugu,

had very little chance of success for at least two reasons.

First, all the senior officers v¡ere eritish and second, the

mostly Northern infantrymen who had just recently received

substantial salary increases were not likely to revolt
against the civilian authorities (led by the NPc) on the

orders of junior officers from the East (Miners, 1971;1 30 ) .
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Chapter V

THE IMMEDIATE ANTECEDENTS OF' TËIE 1966 AND 1983
MILITARY TNTERVENTIONS

5.1 INTRODUCT]ON

Considering the nature of Nigeria's socio-political hisLory,

it is hardly surprising that the military has overthrown

elecLed civilian governments twice since independence in

October 1960; indeed, the surprise is that it took up to

f ive years for the f i rst supplantment to occur . Thi s

chapter examines the specific immediate conditions that

stimulated the army's intervention in politics: the Action

Group crisis of 1962,the census crisis of 1964, the federal

election crisis of 1964 and the l.Testern region crisis of

1965 leading to the 1966 coup; and corruption, governmental

ineptness, and vitiation of the electoral process, prior to

the 1 983 coup.

5"2 STGNPOSTS TO THE JANUARY 1966 MILITÀRY COUP

Nigeria's first two pre-independence general elections in

1 954 and 1 959 revealed the supremacy of each of the Èhree

political parlies within the three major ethnic groups. The

results of the 1954 elections v¡ere as follows: NCNC 56

seats (32 trom the east); the AG 23 seats (18 from the

West); the NPC 79 seats (a11 from the North); ihe United
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National Independence Party (UNrp\ + seats (aI1 from the

East); and "other" 11 seats (Jordan, 1969:303). In the

January 1959 elections to the 31 2-member House of

Representatives, the NPC won 148 seats (aIl from the North),

the NCNC-NEPU alliance 89, and the ÀG and its allies, the

Calabar-Ogoja-Rivers State Movement and the United

MiddleBel-t Congress (UMSC), 75 seats (Africa year Book,

1977: 666 ) .

Curiously, although the two major Southern parties, the

NCNC and the ÀG, had enough seats to form a coalilion
government, after the 1959 elections, the former found it
more advantageous to join with the NPC in forming a

government. Às a result, AIhaji Tafawa Balewa, deputy leader

of the NPC whom the eritish colonial government appointed

prime minister in 1957, retained that post, while Alhaji
Àhmadu Bello, leader of the NPC, premier of the North and

Dr. Nnamdi 'Àzikiwe' ,1 3 president of the NCNC, Ieft the

premiership of the Eastern Region t,o Dr. M. I . Okpara to
become president of the senate. The AG, under the

leadership of Chief Awolowo, was lhe offical opposition

party. But this allocation of. positions (which was in

effect when Nigeria became independent) served to bring to

light ihe country's problems rather than eradicate them.

13 Àzikiwe succeeded Nigeria's last gritish
Governor-Genera1, Sir James Robertson, ort November 16,
1 960 and became Nigeria's first President on October 9,
1963 when the country became a republic (efrica Year
Book , 1977 26671 ,
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The first major problem manifested itself as the ÀG crisis

of. 1962.

5"2.1 Tlne 1962 Àction Group Crisis

Although organizational strains within the ÀG had become

evident in 1959, the major source of the 1962 crisis within

this political party was the failure of Chief Awolowo to

become prime minister, otherwise the main point of his

disagreement with Chief Akintola might never have been made

public (Oyediran, 1979:13). glhen Àwolowo decided to resign

his position as premier of the Western region to become the

official opposition leader in the federal legislature,

disagreements arose within the ÀG regarding who should

replace him. Against Awolowo's wish, Chief Akintola became

premier and soon began to disregard his party's leader,

Awolowo, in his policies. Apart from personal issues, the

disagreements between Àwolowo and Akintola centered

primarily on Prime Minister Balewa's idea of achieving

national unity through the formation of a coalition

government that would comprise the three major political

parties, a proposition which Akintola strongly supported in

spite of Awolowo's vehement opposition.

Àt the federal legislature in Lagos, Àwolowo and his

party, the ÀG, had great. success and popular support in

making a series of attacks on Balewa's government with

regard to popular issues such as colonialism, the economy,
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and corruption. The centrar focus of Awolowo's attacks on

colonialism was the defence pact signed between Nigeria and

Britain on the eve of the former's independence, a pact

which Àwolowo (who was a signatory to the original draft)
claimed was "extorted from the Nigerian government by

Britain as a condition for granting independence" (oyediran,

1979:13). Aworowo played upon strong public opposition to
this pact to such an extent that university students,
particularly those at, the university of rbadan in western

Nigeria, rioted within the premises of the federat
legisrature. The opposition to this pact r.¡as so strong that
it had to be abrogated in January, j962.

Awolowo's criticisms of the r.aissez f aire orientation of
the economic policies of BaLewa's government ïlere somewhat

Less effective than his attacks on colonialism. Awolowo, an

avowed socialist, advocated "radicar" economic policies,
such as the nationarization (that is, government control) of
alr major sectors of the economy, which the federal
government generarly opposed in the belief that such

poricies would frighten away much needed foreign capitat
(Oyediran, 1979:14).

Awolowo's criticism of corruption and governmental

ineptitude vras so vehement, that the federar legisrature
voted in 1961 to censure him upon his arrivar from London

where he had lectured Nigerian students on these issues.
But because Awolowo's (and his party, the AG's) continued
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support for minority movements ensured his popularity among

certain sectors in the country, the only vray the NPC/NCNC

coalition government could deal effectively with him was to

counter-attack by capitalizing on the ÀG's organizational

strains.

At the 1962 AG convention in Jos, Awolowo cajoled enough

support out of feIlow party-members to have Chief Akintola

relieved of the premiership of the Western region, But,

only six days after this decision, the rift within the AG

Ied to fighting in the legislative chamber of the Western

House of Àssembly, and the presence of policemen in
anti-riot gear did not prevent the outbreak of violence at a

reconvened meeting. It was this obvious split within the ÀG

that provided Balewa's government the much needed

opportunity to punish Awolowo and his aI1ies" In response

to these events, the federal prime minister instructed the

police to clear the chamber and lock it, and declared a

state of emergency in that region. The regional government

was suspended (the governor, premier, ministers, president

of the House of Chiefs, speaker of the House of Àssembly and

the superintendent-general of loca1 government were

dismissed) and Dr. M. A. Majekodunmi was appointed

special administrator with considerable powers to run the

affairs of the region.

In October 1962 Chief Awolowo vras put under house arrest

for six weeks in connection with the events in the Western
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region. He and 27 of his allies were arrested on November

2, 1962 and charged with three counts of "treasonable

felony, conspiracy to commit a felony, and conspiracy to

effect an unlawful purposei a1I charges related to an

alleged attempt to overthrow the Federal Government by

force" (Africa Year Book, 19772667). The trial Iasted from

November 12, 1962 to June 27, 1963 and the judgements which

were delivered on September 11, 1963, covered 400 foolscap

pages and took eight hours to read. Àwolowo and 24 of his

allies were found guilty on some or all of the charges and

were sentenced Lo terms of imprisonment ranging from two to

ten years. Awolowo was found guilty on aII three counts and

sentenced to a total of ten years with hard labor; and the

appeal against his conviction vras denied in the Federal

Supreme Court judgement delivered on JuIy 1, 1964 (efrica

Year Book, 19772667).

In January, 1963, Chief Akinto1a, whose dismissal from

the premiership of the Western Region by Àwolowo's

supporters within the ÀG party sparked the violent incidents

in the Western House of Assembly, $ras reinstated as premier

having won an appeal to the Supreme Court questioning the

right of the regional governor to dismiss him from office
without a formal vote of no confidence being passed against

him by the House 
"
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federal government. While Awolowo's wing which was

persistently at odds with the federal government had serious
poliiical problems, Akintola's wing which had a cordial
rerationship with the federal government prospered. Afler
'their expulsion from the AG, Akintola and Rosiji, the

party's general secretary--aIong with their aIIies within
the party--formed a neyr political party, the United peoples

Party (upp), which later merged with a yoruba-dominated wing

of. Àzikiwe's party, the NCNC, in the Western region to form

the Nigerian National Democratic party (NNop). The federal
government supported the NNDP "both through the

administration of the western Region and other channers"

such that Akintola won a vote of conf idence at the

reconvening of the Western House of Assembly on April 8,

1963 and thus resumed leadership of the region untit the

coup of January 1 5, 1966 (Oyedi ran, 1979: 1 5 ) .

Perhaps the final blow to the AG came in September, 1963

with the creation of a fourth region, the Mid-West, out of

the ÀG-dominated western Region, when the minorities of the

Benin and DeIta provinces voted overwhelmingly in a

plebiscite to be separated from the yorubas. The NCNC won

the erection to the ne¡¡ region's House of Assembly and chief
D. C. Osadebey resigned the Presidency of the senate, which

he had assumed upon Azikiwe's appointment as

Governor-General, to become premier of the Mid-west. (Dr.

A. À. Nwafor Orizu, who r.¡as also a leading member of the

NcNcf succeeded osadebey as President of the senate.) But
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the apparent demise of the AG did not prevent Nigeria's
regional problems from manifesting themselves in the form of

a census controversy.

5 .2 .2 The 1 964 Census Cr i s i_s

Censuses represent a perennial source of political conflict
in Nigeria because not only do they determine the relative
numerical strength of each region, province, or state in the

federal legislature, they also determine the revenue which

the federal government allocates each region, province t oy

state. For example, the 1952-3 census gave the Northern

region 174 of the 312 seats in the federal House of

Representatives where the Eastern Region had 73 seatsr' the

West 62 seats, and Lagos 3 seats (Oyediran, 1979:16). Thus

the political hegemony of the North is grounded primarily on

a census commissioned by the British colonial government.

The hopes of Southern politicians that the 1962-3 census

would alter the balance of power in their favor was badly

shattered when that census revealed that the country's
population had risen since 1952-3 as follows: the Eastern

region, from 7.2 million to 12.3 mitlíon (an increase of 71

per cent); the Western Region, from 6.08 million to 10.34

million (an increase of 70 per cent); and the Northern

Region, from 16.8 to 21.8 million (an increase of 30 per

cent). The gritish officer, T. Warren, who was in charge of

Lhe census presented a report in which he regarded the
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Northern figures as normal and the Eastern and Western

f igures as "grossly inf1ated". The checks conducted in

selected areas of the country in response to Warren's report

confirmed the population of the Eastern and Western Regions,

but indicated that the population of the Northern Region had

actually increased by 80 per cent and not 30 per cent
(oyediran,1979:16).

The resulting political tension was so great that the

prime minister had to take it upon himself to oversee a

recount. The final results announced in February 1964, were

as follows: Northern Region, 29,8 million; Eastern Region,

12.4 million; I{estern ReEion, 10.3 million; Mid-West Region,

2.5 mi 1l ion; and Lagos , 7 00,000. Thus the count,ry' s

population vras officially stated as 55.7 milIion, a 74 per

cent increase from the 1952-3 census (Oyediran, 1979216¡

Africa Year Book, 197 7:668). These results were promptly

rejected by all the Southern premiers except Chief

Akintola, premier of the l{estern region, who owed his
position mainly to the 'good will' of the federal
government. Chief Osadebey, premier of the Mid-West Region

later accepted the census results "for the sake of national
unity", thus leaving only the government of the Eastern

Region at variance with BaIewa's federal government. The

events LhaL followed the 1962-3 census not only shattered

Southerners' hopes of breaking the political hegemony of the

north at the federal level, but they gradually turned the
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nort,h-south conflict of the 1 950's into a north-east

conflict, "with the other governments in the country Ithose

of the [¿lestern and Midwestern regions ] whose survival

depended upon Northern Region support serving as appendages

to the North" (Oyediran, 1979217).

5.2.3 The 1 964 Federal Election Crisis

One of the immediate consequences of the census controversy

was the format.ion of new political alliances for the

December 30, 1964 federal election. The NPC which had

teamed up with the NCNC in forming the federal government

now teamed up with Akintola's NNDP in forming the Nigerian

National Àl1iance (NHa), under the leadership of Alhaji Sir

Ahmadu Be]lo, the Sardauna of Sokoto and premier of the

Northern Region. The NCNC joined the ÀG in forming the

United Progressive Grand Alliance (upCa) under the

leadership of Dr. Okpara, premier of the Eastern Region.

The smalLer political parties later joined one or the other

of these two alliances. The Mid-tlest Democratic Front and

Dr. Chike Obi's Dynamic Party joined the NNA while the

Northern Elements People's Union (NnpU) and the United

MiddleBelt Congress (uunC) joined the UPGA.

As a consequence bhe 1964 federal election vras contested

by two major political alliances, the NNA and the UPGÀ.

WhiIe the UPGÀ's campaign centered on restructuring the

Nigerian federation in order to achieve national unity
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through the creation of more states, the NNA sought the same

end essentially through the provision of job opportunities
at the federal level to all ethnic groups.

Opposition politicians throughout the country alleged

that their party members were not allowed to campaign

freely, the most vociferous allegations coming from Dr"

Michael Okpara, premier of the Eastern region. Although the

President, DF. Àzikiwe, believed these charges, his attempts

to postpone the elections proved unsuccessful because of NNA

opposition. It was during this election campaign t.hat

Easterners first threatened secession. 1 ¿ The frustration of

UPGA leaders at the malpractices during this election
campaign was based primarily on the fact that the

Ci st,r ibut ion of seats in the Federal House of

Representatives--North 197 , East 70, West 57 , Mid-l.lest 14,

and Lagos 4--was such that while the NNÀ could form a

majority government simply by winning alI the Northern

seats, the UPGÀ needed a substantial number of Northern

seats in order to form a government (Oyediran | 1979:18).

The election campaign became

decided to boycott the election,
the electoral commission that

so viol.ent that the UPGA

after failing to convince

the elect ions should be

postponed because its members were not allowed to campaign

14 This was the fourth time in Nigeria's history, and the
first time since independence that secession had been
used as a political v¡eapon; Northern political leaders
made similar threats in 1 950 and 1 953 and Western
political leaders in 1957 (Oyediran, 19792290).
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f reely in the North and the Ì,fest. This boycott, which was a

total success in the East, a complete failure in the North

where it was most needed, and only marginally successful in
the West where NNDP supporters voted, turned out to be

extremely harmful to the ÀG which otherwise had a good

chance of winning in the hTestern Region.

It is therefore hardly surprising that the election
results which gave the NNA a decisive win, with the NpC

winning 162 of the 167 seats in the North and the NNDP

winning 36 of the 57 seats in the West, vrere vehemently

rejected by UPGA leaders. The President, Nnamdí Xzikiwe,

whose constitutional duty it was Lo appoint as prime

minister the Leader of the political party which had the

greatest number of seats in the House of Representatives,

threatened to resign rather than perform this duty, because

the then prime minister, Tafawa Ba1ewa, had refused his
advice to abandon the election resul-ts and call another

election. Thus began a stalemate which resulted in the

absence of a formal federal government in Nigeria for three

full days--the first of its kind in the country's political
hi story. On January 4 , 1 965, however , the Pres ident

re-appointed Balewa as prime minister, when both feuding

leaders reached a compromise based on a plan drawn up by the

chief justices of the federation and of the Eastern region,

respectively, Sir Adetokunbo Ademola and Sir Louis Mbanefo.

The basic provis.ions of this plan were as f ollows: the
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formation of a broadbased national government, the holding

of elections in all areas where there had been a total
boycott (notably, the East), Iegal settlement of all
grievances, and the establishment of a commission to review

thre const i tut i on .

The final results of the new elections held in March 1965

were as follows: NPC 162 seats, NNDP 36 seats, NCNC 8q

seats, AG 21 seats, Northern Peoples Front (¡tpg') f our seats,

Independents five seats, and one seat undecided. Thus the

total for the House of Representatives was as follows: NNA

198 seats, UPGA 108 seats, Independents five seats, and one

undecided seat (Oyediran, 1979219, Jordan, 1969:306). In

the final analysis, it was the AG which suffered the

greatest loss from both the election boycott and the plan

drawn up by the two chief justices, since it was excluded

from the broadbased national government that r1'as formed.

But t.he AG was stirl enough of a force to turn the western

region elections of 1965 into a disaster.

5.2,4 The 1965 Western Reqion Crisis
The first erections to the western House of Àssembly since

the AG crisis of 1962 vrere scheduled for October 11, 1965.

Both the NNÐP which had assumed and retained power wi¡h the

surpport of the federal government, and the AG which , since

the events of 1962 had been reregated to the back benches

in the federal and provinciar legislatures, considered these

elections crucial for their long term survival.
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Accordingly, the NNDP used to the fullest its advantages

as the incumbent. In an attempt to secure the votes of cash

crop farmers, the NNDP regional government raised the price

it paid to cocoa farmers to N240 a ton (one Naira (N) is
approximately $1.35 US), N6O more than the actual selling
price of this crop. (Soon after the eLections the price was

reduced to N130 per ton, N50 below the selling price.)
Promises of development projects were made daily by NNDp

minisLers both at the federal and regional levels. For

example, some federal ministers promised to establish a N20

milrion steel industry in ondo division and a N10 mirlion
development in Ibadan division. Furthermore, elected locar
government councils were dissolved and replaced with
management committees made up of NNDP supporters while

traditional rulers were warned not to oppose the government.

As the election day drew nearer speeches by NNDP members

emphasized Yoruba unity and the fruitLessness of maintaining

close relationships with the Ibos, âû obvious attack on the

ÀG which had formed a coalition with the Ibo-dominated NCNC.

In contrast to the NNDP, the ÀG had two major problems.

First, although the overall responsibility for the elections
lay with the chairman of the federal electoral commission,

the actual organization of lhe electoral administration was

in the hands of local government officials who were members

or supporters of the NNDP. Second, the AG/NCNC alliance novr

experienced internal conflict which resulted from the
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. campaigning was disrupted by support,ers of both the NNDp

and the AG to such an extent that on september 19, 1965 the

federar government placed a ban on all meetings and

processions and sent thousands of policemen to maintain raw

and order in the glestern region. But Èhe primary

consequences of this action were to increase the violence
which now lvas focused on poricemen and electoral officers.
In addition to this viorence, a major factor responsible for
the collapse of the electorar administration was the

manipulation of electorar officers by politicians. For

example, through this practice which the AG tried
unsuccessfully to stop through the High court, some NNDP

candidates were decrared unopposed as early september 30

(Oyediran , 1979222).

Election day (October 11, 1965) was marked by rioting in

various parts of the region. rndeed there were so many

incidents of arson, murder (by both policemen and thugs),
and general rebellion against governmentar authority that
the army had to move in to maintain law and order.
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5,3 THE JÀNUÀRV 1956 eaup ÀNp THEREAFTER

These four political crises which in various ways centered

on regionaLism and ethnic divisions set the stage for the

first military takeover which itself reflected --and

exacerbated --these same problems. On January 15, 1966, a

section of the Army led by Major Chukuma Kaduna Nzeogwur âÍl

Easterner, assassinated the Prime Minister and the premiers

of the V{estern and Northern regions in its attempt to
overthrow the Federal and Regional governments. This action
crippled the Federal government to such an extent that on

January 16, 1966, the Àcting President of the country, Dr.

Orizu--the President, Dr. Azikiwe had left the country for
medical reasons--announced in a radio broadcast that the

Council of Ministers had "voluntarily and unanimously

decided to hand over the Government of The Federation to the

Armed Forces" under the leadership of Major-General Àguiyi

Ironsi, an Easterner (africa Year Book and Who's Who,

1977 ¡668-669).

The coup in which almost all the politicians and Army

officers killed were from the North and the West, led to
riots in the Northern region which were followed by a

counter-coup staged on July 24, 1966 by a section of the

Àrmy led by Northerners. This counter-coup, which resulted
in the assassination of the head of state, Major-GeneraI

Àguifi Ironsi, had two aims: first, revenge upon the East

by the North and, second, destruction of the country which
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r.¡as prevented only because of the counsel and hard work of

some eminent lligerians and foreigners.

The planners of the countercoup were, however, faced with

the important task of replacing the assassinated head of

state with an army officer who would be acceptable to the

Northerners. To this end, many army officers of Southern

origin !.rere bypassed and power was handed over to

Lieutenant-ColoneI (Iater General) Yakubu Gowon, a Tiv, who

was the highest-ranking Àrmy officer of NorLhern origin
(obasan jo, 1 98.1 : 6-7 ) ,

Under Gowon's leadership (which was greatly influenced by

Northern interests), the massacre of the Tbos in the

Northern region intensified to genocide (oiamond | 1970:23).

On Àugust 13, 1966 Gowon's Government implemented the first

of five recommendations made by an ad hoc Conference of the

representatives of the various regions which deliberated

upon ways to stop the killings in the North and thereby

preserve the country. This recommendation required that aIl

military personnel be posted to barracks within their

respective regions of origin. On this basis, military

personnel of Eastern origin were posted to Enugu, the

capital of the Eastern region, while those of non-Eastern

origin stationed in Enugu were moved to Kaduna and later to

Lagos to form the Sixth Battalion of the Nigerian Army. This

regional posting of soldiers had two consequences" First, it

"spIit the last institution symbolizing Nigeria's nationhood
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Despite the relocation of military personnel, the

killings in the North continued. By October 1966, about

30,000 Easterners (mostly Ibos) had been kiIled while

approximately two million others had returned to the East as

refugees (oiamond, 197 0:23). In an i11-conceived attempt to

frustrate seccesionist tendencies among Ibo intellectuals,

Colonel Gowon, in a May 27, 1967 nationwide broadcast,

announced that his government had divided the country into

12 states. Three of these states were to be in the East and

six in the North, while the West and t.he Mid-Vlest provinces,

as well as Lagos territory became the other three states.

This creation of states was seen by Ibo leaders as the

final straw, and, on the same night that Gowon made his

announcement, the Eastern Nigerian Consultative Assernbly

empowered its military governor, CoIonel Odumegwu Ojukwu, to

declare the Eastern region the Independent Republic of

Biafra. Colonel Ojukwu made this declaration on May 30,

1967 (Africa Year Book , 1977:670) .

On July 6, 1967 the Federal Government, announced its

decision to take "cIinical police action" to end the

rebellion in Eastern Nigeria. On that same d.y, Federal

troops fired lhe first bullet (Obasanjo, 1981:13) and Lhe
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war that ensued--the "Biafran War"--was to continue until

January 29, 1970 (efrica Year Book, 1977267).

Gowon's term as head of state lasted until July 29, 1975

when he was ousted by the Àrmed Forces in a bloodless coup

while he vras attending the summit meeting of the

Organization of African Unity (Oeu) in KampaIa, Uganda

(efrica Year Bookt 1977:672\. General Gowon was replaced by

Brigadier ( later Generaf ) Murtala Ramat Muhammed I a

Northerner, who was the Inspector of Signals in the Nigerian

Armed Forces and Federal Commissioner for Communications in

the Gowon administration.

General Muhammed was assassinated on February 13, 1976 in

an unsuccessful coup staged by a group of dissident

soldiers who apparently intended to return Gowon to power.

His successor was Lt. General ( later General ) Olusegun

Obasanjo, a Westerner, who was the Chief of Staff, Supreme

Headquarters, in the Muhammed administration" The Obasanjo

administration remained in power until October 1, 1979 when

the military handed over povrer to a civilian government led

by Alhaji Shehu Shagari.

The Shagari administration remained in power until

ousted by the military coup of December 31 , -1983--two

after it sras re-elected Lo office.
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5.4 SIGNPOSTS TO THE DECEMBER 1983 MIL]TARY COUP

The primary difference between the putsch against Balewa's

civilian government in January 1966 and that against
shagari's civilian government, in December, 1 983 is that,
unlike the former, the latter is generarly not perceived as

ethnically motivated (Barrett, 1984¿1529) , rndeed, hardry

anyone would deny that the December 1983 military coup had

at reast Lhree immediate precipitating factors which I have

arready linked to Nigeria's colonial legacy: governmental

corrupt, ion, economic waste and mi smanagement , and the

undermining of the erectorar process through viorence and

fraud (Diamond, 1984;905). Before dealing with these

factors it is necessary to anaryze the poriticar parties of
Nigeria's second period of civilian rule.

5"4.1 The PoIiticaI Part i es

It is necessary to distinguish between poritical
associations and poriticar parties, in the Nigerian context.
According to Nigeria's Electoral Decree of 1977 poriticar
associations must be registered with the Federal Electoral
commission (r'eoeco) in order to qualify as poritical
parties. Thus, organízations such as the Nigerian Advanced

Party (Nap) led by Tunji graithwaite and the Movement of the
People led by Afro-beat musician Fera Anikurapo Kuti were

officially recognized as political associations not

politicar pariies. unlike the former, the Latter were

permitted to engage in poriticar activities such as the
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nominaLion of candidates for federal and other elections and

to canvass for votes for such candidates. To qualify for
registration as a political party, a political association

must, in addition to having an equipped and operating office
in the capitals of at least 13 of the 1g states, satisfy the

following condit ions;

1. the names and addresses of national officers must be

registered with FEDEco;

2" party membership shall be open to every Nigerian

irrespective of place of origin, religion, ethnic
groupr otr sex;

3. a copy of the constitution must be registered with

FEDECO, and amendments to the constitution must be

registered within thirty days;

4. the name, emblem, or motto of the party [must be]

national and not ethnic, religious or parochial;

5. the headquarters of the party lmust be] Iocated in
the federal capital (Vahaya , 1979:272) 

"

On the basis of these criteria FEDECO registered as

political parties only five of the 19 potitical associations

that applied for such accreditation. These five were the

Unity Party of Nigeria (UpH), the Nigerian Peoples party

(Hpp), the Great Nigeria Peoples party (C¡tpp), the National

party of Nigeria (NpN), and the Peoples Redemption party

(pnp).
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There were at Ieast 50 political associations in

operation during Nigeria's second attempt at civilian
government (the Second Republic). WhiIe most of these

associations were formed by persons who were either
relatively unknown or who had not participated actively in

previous governments, the three major ones--the National

Party of Nigeria (xp¡¡), the Nigerian Peoples Party (¡¡pp) and

the Unity Party of Nigeria (UpN)--were ted by men who had

participated actively in previous governments. Furthermore,

Lhe formation of these three political associations v¡as

announced on or before September 28, 1978 which was the

first full week after the ban on political activities
imposed in 1966 was IifLedt a clear indication that some

clandestine political activities had long exist,ed in the

country, in spite of successive military regimes (Yahaya,

19792269).

The formation of the UPN was announced just one day after

the ban on political activities vras Iif ted. However, its

leader, Chief Obafemi Awolowo, had difficulties attracting
many of his former politícal associat,es, such as S. G.

Ikoku, Chief Ànthony Enahoro, and J. S. Tarka, into his new

party. Furthermore, all the prominent Northerners whom

Awolowo invited to join the UPN refused.

The NPP hras

three political

which consisted

formed as the result of the coalition of

associations--the CIub 19 (a protest group

mostly of "representatives of minorities"
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and anLi-Awolowo erements), the Nationar council of
understanding, and the Lagos progressives. The reading
members of the NPp included former poriticians like Arhaji
Waziri Ibrahim, Chief Akinfosile, and Chief Àdeniran

Ogunsanya . But , despi te the exLens ive poI i t ical exper ience

of its leadershipr on November 17, 197B the Npp officialry
split into two factions at its first national convention
held in Lagos. Arhaji waziri Ibrahim red the faction
consisting of members of the NationaL council of
understanding while chief ogunsanya red the faction composed

of members of club 19 and the Lagos progressives. The

waziri Ibrahim faction continued with the convention,
adopted the GNPP as its officiar name, and elected Ibrahim
as its presidential candidate. The ogunsanya faction
retained the ord name, Npp, and erected Dr. Nnamdi Azikiwe
(who joined after the sprit) as its presidentiar candidate
at its December 9, 1978 convention held in Lagos.

The leaders of the NpN had been top poritícians during
Nigeria's first attempt at indigenous civirian government

(ttre First Republic ) and top of f iciars of Gowon's military
government. The most prominent members of the NpN incl_uded

Majors General Adeyinka Àdebayo and Hassan usman Katsina who

were senior potitical officers in Gowon,s regime; chief
Anthony Enahoro, Alhaji Shehu Shagari, ls Chief A. y. Eke,

15 Shagar:i, who later became president
member of the NNÀ which ruled the
and 1966 (Vahaya , 19792273).

of Nigeria, was a top
country between 1964
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and Alhaji Ali Monguno who were civilian commissioners under

Gowon's military regime; and ÀIhajis Umaru Dikko, H.

Dantoro, and Maitama Sule who were state commissioners in
Gowon's regime (Vahaya , 19792271) ,

The PRP vras a direct outgrowth of the political
association, the Nationar Movement. The decision to convert
this poritical association into a political party caused so

much infighting that many of its prominent members such as

Àthaji Aminu Kano and s. G. Ikoku gave up their memberships.

Thus, the PRP which was meant to be the poritical vehicre of
the intellectuals was plagued by so many organ izational and

ideological problems that it became more or less a

nonentity, if not a nuisance to the country.

The policies of the poriticar parties of the second

Republic were remarkably simil-ar to those of the three major

parties of the First Republic. The upN's manifesto of
sociar welfarism with promises of programs such as free
education at arr levels and free health care lras remarkably

simil-ar to that of the defunct ÀG; the NpN was remarkably

similar to the NNA in its commitment to the maintenance of
the existing social order; and, âs Barrett (1984:1395) has

pointed out, "the NPP and the GNpp were pale shadows of the
NPN at the level of economic action, and even parer shadows

of the uPÌ{ in terms of political rhetoric. " In contrast to
those of the other parties, the pRp's manifesto took into
account Lhe country's socio-economic and political
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realities; however,

organizational resources

federal legislature.

lacked the human

signif icant polrer in

the

to

PRP

bea
and

the

, In light of Lhe remarkable símirarities in personner and

poricies between the polilical parties of the First and

second Repubrics, it is hardly surprising that the latter
would be plagued with the same problems as the former:
corruption, governmental ineptness, and undermining of the
electoral process.

5 .4 .2 Cor rupt i on

corruption in Nigeria is not nelri nor is it rimited to any

particurar type of government. what made corruption during
shagari's civilian administration particularly devastating
is that it occurred when the country vras crearty ress able
to afford it. The unprecedented economic boom which Nigeria
enjoyed during the 13 years of military rule from 1966 to
1979 as a result of revenue earned from crude oil, was fast
turning into economic recession as a resurt of the oir glut
in the worrd market. The devastating effect on Nigeria's
economy of this precipitous decline in crude oil revenue,

from a peak of ç24 birrion us in 1990 to $10 bilrion us in
1983' can hardry be overstated (Diamond, 1gB4:909-909).

rn general, corruption was epitomized by the inflation of
contracts (by 50 to 100 per cent) in order to cover the cost
of bribes given Lo ministers and parties, as werl as by
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commi ss íons given to por i t ically connected agents or
middlemen. such padding of contracts meant that only about

harf as many projects as courd have been undertaken were

actually completed--a fact clearly evident in, among other
'things, the number of unfinished hospitars, pubric housíng

projects, and ungraded roads throughout the country.

The Nigerian media, especially the print media, became

quite adept at exposing corruption. In 1983 alone these

exposds included the following: a press report from London,

England of fraudulent import-export transactions exceeding

$6 billion us; the strange exhaustion by June of the $2.5
billion us annual alrocation for import licenses; the arrest
of several top officials of the Federal capital Deveropment

Authority in Abuja (ttre country's future capital) over an

alleged $20 mirlion us fraud; the disappearance of milrions
of dorrars worth of buirding materials from the warehouse of

the Nigeria Nationat supply company; the acceptance of large
sums of money as bribes by Nigerian legislators deriberating
on the renewal of a monopory contract to a swiss firm; and

the revelation by a Federal Minister that the country vras

Losing more than 965 miltion us per month to "ghost workers"

and other forms of payroll fraud. The fact that no serious
attempts were made by the f ederal government to in.¿est,igate

any of these charges in court only served to deepen civic
malaise and generally undermine the regitimacy of the

civilian government (Diamond, 1984:906).
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Corruption led to massive destruction of important

government property in attempts t,o cover up misdoings.

Examples in this respect include the destruction, by

mysterious fires, of several buildings including the

headquarters of the Ministry of External Àffairs and of the

Federal Development Authority in Abuja. Perhaps the

greatest public outcry against Shagari's government came in

January 1983 when a mysterious fire razed Nigeria's
architectural masterpiece, the 37-story headquarters of the

Nigerian Ext,ernal Telecommunications Company in Lagos.

According to Diamond ( 1 984:907 ) :

To both ordinary Nigerians and the country's
intelligentsia--students, intellectuals,
professionals, and mi I itary of f icers-- [ ttri s f i re ]
symbolized the rapaciousness of the ruling elite.
Students quickly took to the streets in Lagos and
several state capitals, chanting and carrying
signs calling for the return of the mil-itary.

But rather than abandoning their corrupt activities, the

politicians and civil- servants ignored public opinion,

assumed the bearing of an aristocracy (one politician !.ras

reported to have a solid gold bathtub appraised at $5

mil-tion US), and generally distanced themselves from the

governed. While no one may ever know exactly how much

government revenue was embezzled or misappropriated during

Shagari's civilian government (October 1979 to December

1983 ) , some Western diploma+-s and economi sts have

unofficially estimated the private wealth exported overseas

by top government officials at $5-7 billion US (Diamond,

1984:908 ) .
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Closely related to corruption was the economic waste and

mismanagement which characlerized Shagari' s administration.

5.4.3 Economic Waste and Mi smanaqement

The Shagari administration came to povrer at a time when

changes in the world economy were plunging Nigeria into
economic recession. Àdded to this is the fact that the

successive military governments from July 1966 to October

1979 followed a pattern of rising expenditure (in capital
and social services) which was sustained for two basic

reasons: f i rst , the mi I i tary regimes ex i sted dur ing a

period of economic boom, and second, the cost of running a

military administraL.ion is considerably less than that of

running an open democratic system, since, unlike the lat,ter,
the former does not require a Iarge number of legislative
and executive institutions and offices (Barrett, 1984 ¡ 1 489) .

The civilian administration realized that t.he economic

decisions of its immediate predecessors had committed the

country to high capital expenditure (which required foreign

credit) and development of social services which made the US

$8 billion foreign currency reserves they inherited
ilIusory. To counterbalance these policies President Shehu

Shagari instituted austerity measures.

In any event, the deterioration of the economy led

sharp decline in imports, particularly of industrial
materials and basic commodities. This resulted not only
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Lhe laying off of tens of thousands of workers, but--aided

by ruthless hoarding--in the skyrocketing of the prices of

staple food and basic commodities. Meanwhile, the political

elites and other well-connected individuals continued to

drain the scarce foreign exchange resources on luxury

imports and foreign travel.

At the state level, teachers and civil servants were

generally unpaid for up to six months, a condition which led

to strikes and the temporary closing down of schools and

some state governments. I n response to a threatened

national strike on the eve of the el-ections, the civilian
federal government provided emergency loans for Lhe

re-opening of those state governments that had been shut

down, but by January 1984 some schools had remained closed

for up to one year. Furthermore, hospitals were generally

ill-equipped and understaffed while the frequency of water

and electric povrer int.erruptions increased to unprecedented

leve1s (oiamond, 1984:908-910).

Despite the manifest corruption and economic waste and

mismanagement, it is quite probable that there would not

have been a military takeover in December 1983 had the state

and nat ional elect ions of August and September '1983 been

free and fair.
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5.4.4 The ÀuqusL-September 1983 Elections

The conduct of the most recent elections in Nigeria did not

differ significantly from those of the fírst period of

c ivi I ian rule. The pr imary reason for thi s i s the

unrestricted re-entry of the old political
warhorses--notably Chief Obafemi Awolowo and Dr. Nnamdi

Azikiwe--into active politics, âD event that resulted in the

rejuvenation of old rivalries rather than the formulation of

new principles of unity. This easy return of. the old
politicians may well have been the fundamental- flaw in the

transfer of povrer from the military to the civilians in

October 1979 (Barrett, 1984:1 395).

In any event, the August-September 1983 elections were

characterized by grave and massive fraud engaged in by all
the parties, but most systernaticalty by President Shagari's

ruling National Party of Nigeria (Np¡t). The vitiating of

the electoral process took several forms:

BaIlots vlere obtained in advance of the polling
days and thumbprinted in assernbly-Iine operations
for candidates of the ruling party. Electoral
officers at virtually every leve1 were bribed to
falsify election returns. Hired agents carrying
fraudulently accumulated voter registration cards
were sent or driven about town to vote ten or
twenty times in a single election. Elsewhere,
whole communities v¡ere disenfranchised by
administrative ineptitude or deliberate sabotage
(oiamono, 1984:9-11).,

Furthermore, in many of the less developed northern states,
with electoral officers, the police,NPN agents collaborated

and in some cases, traditional rulers, in preventing

opposition party agents from exercising their basic
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constitutional right to observe the voting and poll-counting
from start to finish.

When the election results were finally announced, the NpN

"not onJ-y reclaimed the presidency with a decisive
firsL-ba11ot victory, but increased its governorships from

seven to thirteen, and its standing in the tfational Assembly

from a very shaky plurality to two-thirds" (Diamond,

1984:911). Only few of the election results were overturned

in court, and all but one of the incredible gubernatorial

results vrere upheld. In the overturned case, êD apparently

defeated governor of an opposition party was found to have

been actually re-elected by more than one million votes.

Thus, the elections which cost approximately $405 million
US (more than 1 0 per cent of the the federal government's

recurrent budget for 1984) turned out to be a sham and a

di saster for the country. More than 1 00 persons e¡ere

reported killed and up to $100 million US in property was

destroyed by the rioting that accompanied the announcement

of the gubernatorial election results in some states
(oiamond , 1984:91 1 -912) .
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5.5 CONCLUSTON

In light of the preceding discussions it is hardly

surprising that the army Generals (who r^¡ere the young

coloneLs who staged the 1975 coup against Gowon's

government) would intervene in politics--especially since

many of the leading po1 it ic ians v¡ere the same ones

overthrown in the January 1966 coup (Barrett, 1984:.1489) . In

any case, this coup replaced Shagari's civilian government

with GeneraL Muhammadu Buhari's military government that

seems to see its primary task as the salvaging of the

country's economy.

Thus we see that it is hardly possible to offer a

credible explanation for military intervention in Nigerian

politics without taking into account the impact of the

country's socio-political and institutional problems. Yet,

as can be seen from the preceding discussions, these

problems are directly related to Nigeria's colonial legacy.

This is to say that, for example, the immediate conditions

that stimulated the January 1966 coup --the AG crisis of

1962, the census crisis of 1964, the federal election crisis

of 1964, and the Western region crisis of 1965-- are direct

consequences of Nigeria's colonial legacy of, among other

things, the unegual political division of the country.

Nevertheless, in order to understand why these problems

Ied to military interventions, we must take into account the

army's basic orientation. The rapid indigenization and
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persistent use of the army as a police force by both

colonial and indigenous government,s led to its
politicization so that it came to see itself as a pJ.ausible

alLernative to indigenous civilian governments. This

contention is given credence by the fact that the first
attempted coup coincided with independence on Octobet 1,

1960-- prior to the four crises that precipitated the

January 1966 coup.
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Chapter VI

CONCLUSION

In the final analysis, the two miritary supplantments in
Nigeria those of January 1966 and December 1 9g3 cannot

be explained merely in terms of societal- and miriLary
factors or a combination of both. Apart from the general
failure of such perspectives to give due emphasis to the
impact of colonization on Nigerian society and army, they
generally ignore the influence of externar povrer centers on

Nigeria's present socioeconomic problems. This study is
based on a perspective that sees societal and military
factors in the context of nation-building in the modern

world of nation-states.

Nigeria's colonial legacy reft it with major problems

that have pragued subsequent attempts at nation-buirding:
regional and ethnic divisiveness which its independence

constitution exacerbated, and a problematic army.

The origins of Nigeria's current regional and ethnic
probiems can be traced to the pre-independence

constituticns. For example, the Richards constitution
divided the country into three more or ress autonomous

regions thereby encouraging many Nigerians to identify more

with their region of origin than with the country as a
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whole. Furthermore, its financial provisions served as a

caLalyst for the formation of three ethnically and

regionally based political parties: the Action Group (ee),

identified with the Yorubas in the htestern region; the

ñaLional Council of Nigerian Citizens (NCNC), with the Ibos

in the Eastern region; and the Northern Peoples Congress

(upC), with the Hausa-Fulani in the Northern region. Thus,

not only vtere the country's regional problems intensified,
but the fears of ethnic minorities that they would be

dominated by the three major eLhnic groups were

substantiated. Furthermore, Southerners were dissatisfied
with the independence constitution that gave the Northern

region more than half the seats in the federal legislature.
They greatllz desired constitutional change, and some, such

as Dr. Nnamdi ezikiwe and Chief Obafemi Awolowo, who began

the struggle for Nigeria's political independence believed

they were best qualified to rule the country. But given the

Northern majority in the federal legislature, constitutional
change was likely only through violence.

The second major consequence of Nigeria's colonial
legacy vras the army's internal problems which stemmed from

two related sources: haste in indigenization prior to and

immediately after independencei and politicization of Lhe

army. On the one hand, the haste in indigenization not only

Ied to the concentration of Southerners in the officer corps

and Nort,herners in the rank and file, but undermined the
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normal relations of command by putt ing many young,

inexperienced officers in charge of older veterans" On the

other hand, the army vras politicized because of its
persistent use as an int.ernal police force as well as the

adoption in 1961 of a quota system of recruitment into the

officer corps which gave the Northern region 50eo, the

Eastern region 25eo,and the Western region 25eo. At the same

time, the politicization of the army probably induced some

of its officers to begin thinking of themselves potential

successors to civilian rulers v¡hom they considered corrupt

and inept.

To this legacy of its colonial past must be added those

problems which result from Nigeria's peripheral position in

the modern-world system. According to 'rlallerstein (1974),

after achieving political independence, the "developing"

states in the Àmericas, Àfrica, and Asia had hoped to become

ful1 partners in the world system; instead they were

relegated to marginal positions in relation to the core

industrialized states of Northwestern Europe and North

America. The world-system operates on the basis of a

division of labour in which the peripheral states are forced

to engage mainly in the production of the raw materials

which the core states require for their industries. This

circumstance severely limits the economic development that

is a necessary condition tor successful nation-building by

the developing states
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The conjunction of a colonial legacy and a peripheral
position in the world-system has had two conseguences which

are important for understanding military supplantment in
Nigeria: the pressure to become a nation-state quickly and

' Nigeria's dependence on externat forces such as the

International Monetary Fund (fU¡') and the core states.

6.1 THE PRESSURE OF TIME

The pressure of time in nation-building has led to major

conflicts among Nigerian leaders of different regional and

ethnic backgrounds. These ínclude the following; the gross

inflation of census figures, the undermining of the

electoral process through violence and fraud, and the

increasing range of the state's economic activiLies, which

encourages corruption and governmental ineptness. As shown

in chapt,er f ive, these f actors were the immediate

antecedents of the January 1966 and December 1983 military
interventions in Nigerian potitics facititated by the

absence of a military pact with a core state. While the

"majors' coup't of January 1966 did not directty accomplish

its purpose ot ousting Ba1ewa's civilian government, it
nonetheless revealed the divisions within the army because

il was foiled by other troops Ied by the then Head of the

Nigerian Army, Major-General Aguiyi Ironsi. The immediate

events that led to this coup were not military but societal
problems related to nation-building (the 1962 AG crisis, the

1964 federal census crisis, and the 1965 Western region
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crisis) which the junior

construed as signals of

independent state.

off icers I t ightly or wrongly,

Lhe destruction of the newly

Thus, ñilitary intervention in Nigerian politics can be

seen as the atLempt of the most powerful, if not the least

divided, institution in the country to contribute directly
to the process of nation-building. In this sense, the first
attempted coup that of October 1 , 1 960 may be

understood as an attempt by elements of the army dominated

by Southerners to overcome the Northern political hegemony

imposed on the country by the former colonial

administration. SimilarIy, the January 1966 coup can be seen

as an attempt by the majors to prevent the apparent breakup

of the country because they felt the civilian administration

vras incapable of so doing.

Perhaps the best way to view military interventions in

the context of nation-building is to anal-yze the policies

and objectives of the military governments. The first
military government (l¿ajor-OeneraI Aguiyi Ironsi's regime of

January- JuIy 1966) was invited by the civilians to take

over on short notice and consequently did not have any

stated political, economic, or foreign policies to implement

(Ofoegbu, 1979224\¡ its relationship to nation-buitding must

therefore be traced to actions by the military in 1964, Just

before the December 1964 federal general election the army

paraded in Lagos as a warning of its possible intervention.
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This action necessitated a meeting between the military
chiefs and the prime minister, Tafawa Balewa to discuss vrays

to avert, a coup. During this meeting the military chiefs are

reported to have stated categorically that the president,
'Nnamdi Azikiwe, did not have control over the armed forces
(Oyediran, 1979¿290). Specifically, they stated that the

army vras an ombudsman independent of the political
institutions. Thus, the "majors'couprr was foiled not

because the senior army officers endorsed the actions of the

civilian administration but because they believed a coup was

not called for at the time.

In any event, in the July 29, 1975 coup which replaced

Gowon's military regime with Mohammed's and which set the

stage for the return to civilian rule in October 1979, the

military clearly saw its intervention as part of the process

of nation-building. In his October 1, 1975 independence day

address to the country, General Mohammed said:

The ultimate aim Iof this government] is to forge
a viable political system which will be stable and
responsive enough to the needs and realities of
this country. This is not an exercise that begins
and ends in the mere drafting of a constitution.
Viable political institutions only emerge from
hard experience and pratice and the corporate
experience of all is what matters .". (cited in
Adekson , 1979¿218).

I t vras in pursui t of thi s a im that Mohammed' s government

proposed a five-phase

a summary of which is

pr09ram

out 1 i ned

for reLurn

beIow.

to civilian rule,

Pha se s

Phase I

Proqrams

Creation and establishment of ner.r states
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Phase ï I

Phase I I I

Phase IV

(Àugust 1975-Àpril 1976\; drafting of a

constitution (October 1 97S-September 1976)

LocaI governmenÈ reorganization, reforms,

and elections; summoning of a Constituent

Assembly to deliberate on a draft

constitution (September 1976-october 1978)

EIectoral constituency delimitation;

lifting of the ban on political
party activities (october 1978)

Holding of elections

executive offices at

Holding of elections

executive offices at

and handover of poeter

(adekson ,19792220),

Iegislat ive and

state Ievel

legislative and

federal level;

October 1, 1979

for

the

for

the

by

Phase V

Although Lt. General Mohammed was killed in Febuary 1976

in an unsuccessful counter-coup, Lt. General Oluseguir

Obasanjo, a senior member of his government who replaced

him, returned power to a civilian government headed by

Alhaji Shehu Shagari on schedule. By 1979, the army had

established itself as a formidable political force in

Nigeria, so much so that in 1979 Alhaji Shagari was reported

to have said, "In this country there are' in the end, only

two parties, the civilians and the soldiers" (Time, January
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16, 1984¡25). Thus, the December 1983 coup vras an attempt of

the then Nigerian de facto 'opposition party' (the military)

to remove, perhaps reluctantly, what it believed to be an

inept civilian government and assume povrer. It is therefore

not surprising that, the policies of the Buhari

administration appear to be substantially similar to those

of the Mohammed/Obasanjo administration. For example, the

former's War Àgainst Indiscipline (wat ) whose targets

include disorderliness in public places, cheating, ethnic

chauvinism, tax evasion, indolence, and disrespect for Iife

and property, ís clearly a continuation of the purgative

operations of the latter (efrica, May 1985225-26).

While the armed forces of established nation-states are

generally seen as institutions whose constitutional role is

to Serve civilian governments by defending against external

aggression, the army in Nigeria has, in addition, Lhe task

of holding the nation together when the latter is

threatened by the actions of its civilian governments. In

this respect, there is some continuity with the colonial

pattern, since the Nigerian military acts like a police

force, except that now the threat of disorder stems not so

much from the general population as from its elected

l-eaders. Ironically, Nigerian civilian governments conceive

of the army as having two roles: defending the state against

external aggression, and assisting civilian leaders, where

necessary, in the maintenance of internal stability (Niqeria
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YeeI Book, 1983: 107). Despite its own internal divisions,
the army is generally perceived by civilian rulers as the

most "national" (that is, unified) institution.

Thus the pertinent question is not vrhy the Nigerian

military intervenes in politics but why it is reluctant to
rule. This reluctance is indicated in its handover of povrer

to Àlhaji Shagari's civilian government in October 1979 and

by the statement of a senior officer that "military rule is
an aberration and should not be a permanent feature of a

country's national life" (West Àfrica , 198421752). Such

attitudes point to the influence that the world system

dominated at the core by civilian-led nation-states has on

Nigerian army officers. The desire of the military leaders

to place Nigeria in a respectable position in the world

system (in which the U.S.À. has long replaced Britain as the

most powerful nation-state) is revealed by the fact that the

same army which suspended a gritish-type constitution in

1966 authorized and supervised the drawing of an

American-type constitution about 13 years later. Thus, the

December 1983 military take-over revears a major dilemrna of

demilitarization: in October 1979 the army handed over

power to civilian poliLicians (most of whom had participated
in previous civilian and military governments) only to have

to stage another coup when the latter's actions were no

different from those which precipitated the January 196G

c oup.
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6.2 EXTERNAL FACTORS

The other major consequence of Nigeria's peripheral position

in the modern world-system is that the creation of an

environment conducive to nation-buildingr especially

economic development, depends considerably on external

powers such as the International Monetary Fund (fuf'), the

World Bank, and the core states. For example, the economic

prosperity of the Gowon/,tohammed/Obasanjo mititary regimes

as well as the economic hardships under both the Shagari

civilian and present Buhari mititary regimes have more to do

with fluctuations in the world demand for crude oit (ttre

country's primary export) than with the economic policies of

these governments.

It is, in a sense, the recognition of the influence of

globa1 factors on the Nigerian economy that precipitated the

December 1983 military intervention. The present head of

state, General Buhari pointed out that the Shagari

administration was overthrown because the military believed

the latter lacked the will to remedy situations, such as

massive unemployment and food shortages, which army officers
believed they could. But whether or not the army will
succeed in effecting the programs for which it apparently

staged the December 1983 coup remains to be seen. Since this
coup the weight of international circumstances (such as

g1oba1 economic recession and Lhe oi 1 glut ) and the

influence of external polrers (such as the IMF and Nigeria's
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t.rading partners in the West) have had a great impact on

Nigeria"

Perhaps the greatest direct external pressure on Nigeria

comes from the IMF, an organization whose loan policies

towards peripheral states have, in recent years, led to food

riots in Jamaica and Egypt, and the downfall of some

governments, such as the 16 year old regime of Sudanese

President Gaafar Nimeiri. Tn order to understand why a loan

from the IMF often leads to political upheavals in the Third

T,IorId we must look at the creditor's terms f or lending.

Irrespective of l-oca1 factors, the IMF generally lends money

only under the following conditions: massive devaluation of

local currencyi a freeze of wages; increased exports (which,

under the devalued currency, would just about amount to

throwing away whatever is exported); Iiberal-ization of the

economy (a measure which aLmost guarantees that the monies

the IMF lends to the Third World return to the West);

restraint in public spending (a measure which generally

results in the curtailing of programs such as free education

and free medical care I as well as the abolishing of

subsidies on basic food-stuffs); and the scrapping of locaI
price controls (efr ica, May 1 985 242) .

Progress in nation-building

Nigerian state under the Buhari

large extent ¡ oh the abi I i ty
pressures from the IMF. So

and the viability of the

administration depends, to a

of the latter to withstand

far the administration has
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refused to yield to IMF demands that it devalue the

country's currency by 60 percent, liberalize imports (that

is, remove restrictions on the importation of aII goods),

and remove subsidies on crude oi1 exports. This refusal has

made it impossible to reschedule an insured trade debt of Sz

billion US because creditors in the core states have

indicated that they would not renegotiate without an IMF

package (¡tew Àfrican, December 1984¿ 21). Nevertheless, the

Buhari administration is enjoying some apparent success

through its adoption of a straLegy of counter- trade
(bartering crude oil for imports) that counteracts

restrictions in cash fl-ow imposed by the world system. In

this wây, not only does the Nigerian government cope with

the IMF, but it now has the opportunity to sell crude oil
above its OPEC quota--1.45 million barrel-s per day,

according to Nigerian officials, and 1.3 million barrels per

day, according to OPEC of f ic ia1s. Perhaps the most

significant consequence of Nigeria's strategy of counter-

trade is that former minor trading part,ners such as

BraziI Austria, Ita1y, and France are now replacing Britain,
West Germany, and the U.S.A. as Nigeria's major trading
partners. For example there is hardly any doubt that

"Britain wiIl this year Iose its historical position as

Nigeria's largest supplier to either Brazil or France" (

Financial Times, June 5, 1985:16).
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In effect, Buhari administration must reckon with both

int,ernal and external forces which make its t,ask of

nation-building onerous. It must reconcile the demands of

conflicting eLhnic aroups in the country, while resisting
pressu{'e from external interests whose demands would further
unsettle an already fragile national structure. Moreover,

although it is a military regirne, â11 this must be done

under the watchful eye of the military which considers

itself, and, infact, is, a considerable political force to
be employed in the service of building the nation. This

means that in the existing circumstances, any

administration, civilian as well as military, has to Iive
with the threat of military intervention, f.or its conduct

will be closely supervised and assessed by an army that is
evidently prepared to intervene if it deems such action to
be in the national interest.
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